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ABSTRACT

Experim ental Investigation of Local Properties
in Two-Phase, Fluid-Flow Hydrodynamics
by

Jonathan Carl Sparks
Dr. Samir F. Moujaes. Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada. Las Vegas

Local, time-averaged measurements o f gas void fraction, gas velocity, gas
bubble diameter, and bubble passage frequency were made in a concurrent-flow, vertical
rectangular channel (15.0 X 1.25 cm) having an aspect ratio o f 12:1. Twenty (20) flows
were analyzed w ith superficial gas and liquid velocities ranging from 0.04 to 0.40 m/s
and 0.41 to 0.65 m/s, respectively.
A dual-tipped optical-fiber probe was constructed and mounted to a 3-degree-offreedom traversing mechanism above the channel to obtain cross-sectional profiles at a
distance o f 23.0 cm down inside o f the flow channel. A Visual Basic software program
was created for the data acquisition and the probe traversing systems, and a Fortran
program was written to process the data.

Ill
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Data was collected at 50 kHz per channel for a duration o f 15 seconds for each
cross-sectional location inside the channel. Measurements were made along the major
and minor axes with 151 points each, and 54 locations were probed within one quadrant.
The work conducted for this experimental thesis expands the existing data for
vertical two-phase flows in rectangular channels. Profiles o f the axial gas velocity, gas
void fraction, bubble diameter, and gas passage frequency appear to distinguish the
flows as one o f bubbly, slug, or chum types.
The flow regimes were also identified visually and. using the average
experimental gas velocities and gas passage frequencies, the slug intervals were
calculated for each flow. It was determined that the slug interval accurately identifies
the transitions o f bubbly, slug, and chum regimes. Lastly, the centerline gas void
fractions for all o f the bubbly flows were found to remain below 21%.

IV
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Two-phase flow is a term covering the interacting flow o f two phases (gas. liquid,
or solid) where the interface between the phases is influenced by their motion [2]. The
most common flow o f fluids found in nature, such as the drift o f clouds, the flow of
blood, and the boiling o f liquids are a few examples. In industry, two-phase flows
include the flow of slurries in chemical processing, the cooling o f nuclear fuel assemblies
in pressurized water reactors, boilers, and the flow of refrigerant in chillers.
Gas-liquid flows are perhaps the most conunon in industry. For example, bubble
column reactors in chemical processing as well as chemical distillation processes involve
the concurrent flow o f gas and liquid phases. Heat exchangers found in phase change
systems such as refrigerators are used to both evaporate the liquid phase and condense the
gas phase.
It is significant that all major power-producing plants rely on the evaporation of
water in boilers, and the subsequent condensation of gas in condensers, both o f which
contain two phase flows.
Combustion in both intemal-combustion engines and in oil-buming furnaces
involve the transport and evaporation of liquid drops and introduces complex two-phase
flow phenomena [38].
1
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For the past 50 years or so. interest in two-phase flows has increased
considerably. Extensive work has been done on two-phase flow in circular ducts and for
larger passages. Some literature is also available for rectangular channels, but more work
needs to be done in several areas; Sadotomi et al. [34] have investigated local gas void
fraction in non-circular channels but examined rectangular ducts having an aspect ratio o f
only about 7 or less; Mishima et al. [23] have studied flows in chaimels with an aspect
ratio as high as 37 and obtained cross-sectional, averaged data for void fraction, and gas
velocity, yet they were not able to measure local properties; Jones [ 15] studied two-phase
flows in a vertical channel o f aspect ratio 12.5 and measured local void fraction but did
not obtain data for gas bubble sizes, and gas velocities; Moujaes and Dougall [25]
obtained local, time-averaged data for void fraction, gas velocity, bubble size, and
passage frequency across the major and minor transverse axes o f a rectangular channel of
aspect ratio 6:1. however, only a few data points were collected across each axis, thereby
limiting the resolution o f the transverse profiles.
The purpose o f this experimental thesis is to expand the body o f information related
to adiabatic, gas-liquid, two-phase upward-flow with no mass transfer, within a rectangular
charmel of aspect ratio o f 12:1 and cross-sectional dimensions 6 mm x 1.25 mm. The
channel and various plumbing equipment were arranged in such a way that the flow rates of
each phase could be adjusted. A dual-tipped, optical-fiber probe was constructed and
introduced to find the transverse profiles of the two-phase parameters. To fully automate
the testing the probe was mounted on a 3-degree-of-freedom traversing mechanism and
controlled by a computer system. Spatial distribution profiles were recorded for the gas
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void fraction, gas velocity, bubble diameter, and bubble passage frequency. The scope o f
the present work is limited to the bubbly, slug, and chum flow regimes, and using the slug
interval (SI) method, a flow regime map was created for these regimes. Comparisons are
also made with established flow regime maps. Finally, the void fraction profiles are
analvzed with regards to current and established theories.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORY OF EXPERIMENTAL TWO-PHASE
FLUID FLOW RESE.ARCH

A large num ber o f studies on experimental two-phase measurements have been
presented in recent years. Indeed, entire texts have been devoted to the more popularlyused approaches [11]. A survey of the literature indicates that most studies seek insight in
two general areas - two-phase heat transfer and pressure drop - either directly or indirectly.
From a practical standpoint this is reasonable: Heat transfer characteristics o f two-phase
flow systems are critical in heat exchangers, pressurized water reactors and other
equipment contain boiling phenomena. Pumping requirements and pipe systems require the
knowledge o f pressure drop. Heat transfer has been shown to be very much influenced by
two-phase flow properties such as the void distribution and the gas velocity by Sekoguchi
et al.[35]. Hence, there is a motivation to use experimental techniques to measure twophase flow parameters.
It is not in the scope of this thesis to review the entire range o f experimental
methods associated with two-phase flow. Therefore, a discussion is limited to only those
experimental methods for measuring two-phase parameters that are strongly relevant to
this thesis.
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2.1 Gas Void Fraction M easurements
The gas void fraction' content represents the ratio o f the area occupied by the gas to
the total test section cross sectional area, or the ratio o f the volume occupied by the gas to
the total volume o f the test section. The average void fraction has been obtained by many
researchers: Sadotomi et al. [34] used a quick-closing valve technique, in which valves are
installed upstream and downstream of the test section. After a steady two-phase flow is
obtained, both valves are closed simultaneously. The resulting volumes o f both phases can
then be measured. Matsui [21] also used this technique for upward bubbly flows of
nitrogen and water.
Using a neutron radiography (NRG) method. M ishima and Hibiki [24]. Mishima et
al. [22], and Mishima et al. [23] were able to view the mean void fraction in real time
across a vertical, aluminum test section with a standard error o f about 5%. The neutron
stream attenuation within the flow was found to be proportional to the thickness of water
along the path. The image was converted to real time video o f varying brightness
representing voids. NRG approaches can be used also for metal vessels and non
transparent channels which have proven to be unsuitable with visual, graphical and XRa\
methods. Mishima et al. [22] also used a conductance probe fixed to the center of the
channel test section for comparison.
Conductivity probes have been used by Ali et al. [I] to measure the mean void
fraction locally, in a test section volume, and also for a cross-sectional area and reports
accuracy within ± 8%. Finally, Ueda and Koizuma [42] measured mean void fractions in

Hereinafter void fraction
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vertical channels using a liquid level swell method. The liquid level fluctuations were
recorded for counter-current gas-liquid flows.
Local void fraction measurements have been performed largely with intrusive
techniques. Van Hout et al. [43] used dual fiber optic sensors for vertical slug flows. One
sensor was fixed to the channel center to serve as a reference for the location of the Taylor
bubble or slug interface. The other was allowed to traverse in the radial direction from the
center. The sampling rate and duration were 10 kHz and from 10 to 30 minutes,
respectively. Moujaes and Dougall [25.27], Moujaes [26]. and Moujaes and Sparks [28].
report on the use o f spherical dual-tipped optical fiber probes for local, time-averaged void
fraction measurements. The dual-tipped probe was found to have a faster penetration time
and a superior signal response to other chamfered-tip optical probes. The diameters of the
spherical tips o f the probes ranged from 0.127 to 0.200 mm. (The optical fiber probe
related to this thesis is presented in detail in chapter 4). Optical probes were also used in
the work o f Fdhila et al. [6].
Sadotomi et al. [34] used a double-contact conductance needle probe to find the
local void fraction in rectangular, isosceles triangle, and concentric annuli geometries.
Matsui [21 ] used a similar device with the sensors spaced by 3 mm to find the void fraction
profiles in vertical, rectangular and round channels. Resistance probes having a tip radius
o f 2 mm were used by Sekoguchi et al. [36], and Johnson et al. [14] used a radio frequency
(RF) probe moimted on a traversing mechanism for local void measurements. The RF
probes consists o f a coaxial probe connected to a 1 GHz bridge and are sensitive to the
dielectric change between air and water. Jones [15] used transient XRay equipment to
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measure transverse-averaged local void fraction in a 0.2” X 2.5" (0.5 cm X 6.25 cm)
vertical, rectangular channel, as well as hot film anemometry techniques for local void
fraction measurements.

2.2 Gas Velocity M easurements
The literature indicates that gas bubble velocity measurements include both
intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. Rossi [32]. .VIoujaes and Dougall [25.27]. Moujaes
[26], and Moujaes and Sparks [28] report on dual tipped fiber-optic probes to measure
bubble velocities. Moujaes used a cross-correlation technique to determine the bubble
time-of-flight between the sensors in vertical concurrent flows. Rossi used the same
approach for a probe that was aligned in a transverse orientation and developed a
theoretical model to accoimt for multi-directional bubble movement.
Sadotomi et al. [34] used a double needle contact probe to measure the velocities o f
slugs, and Ohba and Isoda [30] report on a laser doppler technique for bubbly flow
velocities. Hylton et al. [13] developed a rugged electrical impedance probe suitable for
high temperature steam environments to 900° C. Finally. Mishima and Hibiki [24] and
Mishima et al. [23] used high speed video to estimate the rise velocities o f slugs in round
and rectangular channels, respectively. In the former case, errors were estimated at ± 10%.
while in the latter errors were 20% overall.

2.3 Bubble Size .Measurements
Laser doppler techniques have been used by Ohba and Isoda [30] for local
measurements o f bubble diameter using 2 or 3 photodetectors. In this method, a small
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amount o f cow's milk was added to the flow to add small particles. Laser light is reflected
to two photodetectors, one o f which receives a delayed signal, and a fringe pattern spacing
is obtained from the moving particles. From this the bubble radii were determined. Laser
doppler velocimetry holds promise for low void flows, but difficulties arise at higher void
fractions and more complex flows [15].
Matsui [21]. Serizawa et al. [37], and Liu [19] used double resistivity probes to
measure bubble sizes. Serizawa applied a probability density fimction (PDF) technique to
derive the bubble diameter from the apparent bubble chord length that was experimentally
obtained. In addition, they account for multi-directional bubble movement. Finally. Clark
et al. [4], who also used the PDF analysis on data from a resistive-type probe, used a backtransform technique along with knowledge of the bubble shape which was obtained from
photographic data sets.

2.4 Two-Phase Flow Patterns and Flow Structure
The description o f two-phase flow is simplified by classifying the types of flows as
well as how the two-phase flow parameters such as void fraction are distributed ( flow
atructure). Many types o f flows have been identified and these are referred to as flow
regimes. A wide variety of names have been used, often with multiple names depicting
the same type o f regime. Some o f these include bubbly, slug, plug, dispersed, annular,
wispy annular, stratified, chtim, separated, and intermittent. The scope o f this thesis is
limited to the bubbly (sometimes referred to as dispersed), slug (or plug), and chum
regimes, and these are illustrated in Figure 1.
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The ideal role o f the flow regime map is to accurately place a particular flow as in
one of the regimes, given only commonly-accessed information about the flow and
configuration. This information may include flow rates o f each phase, phase properties
such as density and viscosity, and geometry and flow configuration. Following this,
regime-specific models can be applied as desired.
A large number of flow maps has been presented. A common map for vertical flow
is given by Hewitt and Roberts [9] as shown in Figure 2. The axes are given as the
superficial momentum fluxes o f the two phases. /% P^'and

. This map has been

successful in correlating on the same basis, data for both air-water mixtures at atmospheric
pressure and steam-water data at higher pressures. Another popular strategy is to plot the
superficial velocities for each phase (U l and Ug) on the axes, as presented by Mandhane et
al. [20].

a

a
BUBBLY

O o
SLUG

CHURN

Figure 1 Typical flow regimes in vertical channels
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>^Tiile flow regime maps ideally depict the transitions between flow regimes, most,
if not all. o f the transitions are gradual. Hewitt [10] indicates that flow patterns are
strongly dependent upon the way the phases are introduced and maps should be used with
this reservation.
The structure o f two-phase flows has also been o f great importance, and in
particular, that relating to the void fraction. Coring, or central gas void peaking, and offcentered peaking void fraction distribution profiles have been observed in two phase flows.
In recent vears. this has been attributed to. not a few. but several mechanisms. Some are

• A^nnul ar

m s'

Churn

W ispy
A nnular

Developing
Bubbly

Figure 2 Flow pattern map o f Hewitt and Roberts ( 1969) for vertical upwards flow
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listed briefly and include the following: bubble entrainment in near-wall vortices, bubble
transverse lift, lateral dispersion and segregation, bubble transverse wake drift, coalescence
and breakup, and the Magnus effect e.g the higher velocity o f the liquid near the channel
center causes the bubble to spin, generating a lateral force towards the channel wall [14].
Rouhani [33] suggests that the off-centered void ft-action peaking near channel
walls is due to the entrainment o f bubbles in vortices generated in the near-wall turbulent
region. This boundary region was examined by Bataille et al. [2] for vertical, upward
bubbly flow on a flat plate, and they report the existence o f not one, but two. void fraction
peaks- one at the edge o f the boundary layer, the other a distance 2 mm from the plate.
Rather than a simple phenomena. Sekoguchi et al. [36] presented a complex threeway linkage between phase distribution, eddy, and interfacial structures and many
additional factors were considered.
Bubble coalescence/breakup phenomena have also been considered to play a major
role in the void fraction distribution, and namely, whether coring or off-center peaking
occurs. Serizawa et al. [37] reports 4 mechanisms responsible for coalescence: Bubble
transverse lift, bubble lateral dispersion, bubble lateral segregation, and bubble wake drift.
Finally, however, most o f the recent studies relate the phenomena o f central gas
void peaking, and off-centered peaking to bubble sizes. There exists a balance between the
coalescence and breakup for steady bubbly flows. In a bubbly flow, collision interactions
between bubbles causes coalescence and the bubble size increases but if a bubble becomes
too large, breakup occurs. These are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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i:
2.5 Flow Pattern Identification Methods
Recent experiments associated with regime classification appear to include three
general approaches:
1. Visual observation and video methods
2. Probability densitv function methods
3. Miscellaneous methods
Visual observations including high speed video and X-ray photography are the most
straightforward means to determining the flow regime. Owen [31 ] identified 5 flow
regimes in a vertical, upward flow, air-water channel- namely bubbly, slug, chum, annular,
and wispy-annular flows using visual observation. Mishima and Hibiki [24] and Mishima
et al. [23] used high speed video with 1000 frames per second to identify flow regimes.
The PDF analysis is also used to identif}' flow regimes as reported by several
investigators: Stuhmiller et al. [40] and Ali et al. [1 ] identified bubbly, slug, chum and
annular flows; Jones [ 15] identified bubbly, slug, and annular flows from PDF analysis of
XRay data sets; Das and Pattanayak [5], using an electrical impedance probe with special
circuitry which appears to eliminate some previously-necessary signal conditioning, used
the PDF method also. The PDF plots o f raw measurement signals show a single peak of
low values for most bubbly flows, both high and low peaks for slug flows, and a single
high peak for annular flows (see Figure 3).
Sadotomi et al. [34] used the slug interval (SI) method, in which they identified
bubbly, slug, and annular flows. In this method, the slug interval is defined as follows:
SI = ^
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Here, uc is the gas velocity and / is the bubble passage frequency. Previous work has
shown that flow regime transitions and slug intervals coincide as shown in Table I. where
Dh represents the hydraulic diameter of the channel.
Kehler [17]used pulsed neutron activation (PNA). in which the fluid itself is
■tagged” by neutrons o f high energy to identify dispersed, bubbly, slug, annular, and wavv
stratified flows. Similar to the PDF method, characterizing profiles were obtained to
identifv' flow regimes in a 7.5 cm horizontal pipe. These include uni-modal count
distributions representing bubbly and annular flows and bi-modal count distributions for
slug flow. Lastly, Hylton and McGill [13] used an electrical impedance probe and
developed a flow regime chart based upon capacitance measurements and void fraction.

PDF

PD F

100

0
Bubbly

PD F

0

100
Slug

100

0
Annular

Figure 3 Regime identification using the probability density function [11]
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Table 1 Slug interval and flow regime designations obtained by Sadotomi et al. for round
and non-circular geometries [34]

Regime

SI

Bubbly

00

Slug

IODh

Annular

00
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL SETLfP

A significant part o f the thesis involved setting up the apparatus. Considerable
emphasis is placed upon the equipment selection and design because this thesis is
predominantly an experimental investigation. Some o f the equipment had been purchased
or designed beforehand. Other equipment simply required procurement prior to
implementation. Finally, the rest o f the hardware, such as the fiber optic probe and
amplifier package, were designed and constructed in the laboratory.

3.1 Flow Channel and Plumbing
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. Air is injected into the water stream
and the resulting two-phase flow is pumped upward through the flow channel and test
section. The water is collected in the tank at the top and the air is allowed to escape. The
water returns to the upper manifold which channels the liquid back to the pump. The pump
outlet is connected to the lower manifold, which allows water to circulate through the
bypass valves, heat exchanger, and flow channel.
The rectangular flow channel was constructed of !6" thick Lexan plates. The test
section internal dimensions are 16” X 6” X 7'. The channel was fastened together with a
special glue before the present thesis began. Unfbrtimately. the channel was plagued with

15
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From building
air com pressor

I Traversing table

10 Centrifugal pump

2 Rotary table

11 Heat exchanger

3 Probe opto-electronics case

12 Bypass control valve

4 Gas-liquid separator tank

13 Heat exchanger flow valve

5 Optical fiber probe

14 Liquid rotameter flowmeter

6 Lexan rectangular channel

15 Gas flowmeter/ needle valve

7 Static pressure gage

16 Gas pressure regulator

8 Removable port

17 Fine copper screen splash-guard

9 Gas-liquid mixing chamber

18 Static pressure gage

Figure 4 Experimental setup
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leaks and eventually a structural failure occurred during a test o f the flow loop. Hence,
several modifications were necessary. As shown in the photograph (Figure 5). 1/8” thick
aluminum channels were installed with silicone on each side to increase the channel
strength and to seal numerous water leaks. The base o f the channel, formed from Lexan
laminates, also incurred several leaks; in response, sections o f aluminum angle were
siliconed in the worst areas. Some small leaks still appeared but these evaporated quickly
and were neglected.
The flow channel rests on top o f a 2” plate o f expanded polystyrene, and is
mounted to steel channels by adjustable aluminum bars. The channel was then adjusted
until plumb. Rather than mount the adjusting bars to the wall, in which fashion they would
not be vertically-adjustable, the steel channels (or "‘uni-struts”), and hardware were used.
These were fixed directly to the cinder-block laboratory wall and use a sturdy clamping
mechanism to reduce vibrations.
The two-phase mixture enters the base o f the channel on each side. Care was taken
to ensure that these two pipe branches were as symmetrical as possible so that equal twophase flow rates would enter either side o f the channel. Approximately !6” above the
channel base another plate o f Lexan was installed having several l/8 ”-diameter holes
aligned along the channel major axis. The purpose o f this was to enhance mixing o f the
flow, and thereby achieve a uniform flow. A removable port is located 65” from the
channel base, and fiirther downstream is the test section at a distance o f 75” from the
channel base, or approximately 60 hydraulic diameters downstream. At this location, the
optical-fiber probe travels along the major and minor axes, and across one quadrant o f the
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channel. The two-phase mixture flows into the tank and through a fine copper screen. The
air escapes through the top of the tank and the water flows through twin pipes down to the
upper manifold.
As the air exits fi-om the water, churning within the tank occurs and, for gas flow
rates greater than 55.0 SCFH. splashing from the tank is a concern. Various methods to
contain the liquid were attempted; the copper screen was eventually installed to dampen the
churning and this worked satisfactorily.
The plumbing system consists o f various sizes of polyvinylchloride (PVC) piping.
A flow simulation program (2FASECALC) listed in Appendix III, was written to aid in the
design i.e. to size the pipe diameters and select the valves and flow meters. The program
attempts to solve equations o f continuity and frictional pressure drop and assuming a
homogeneous two-phase flow. Preliminary design conditions included liquid flow rates o f
5 - 42.5 GPM and gas flow rates of 0 - 18 .ACFM. The resulting equations were nonlinear
and difficult to solve although some solutions were obtained by using a bisection method
for lower gas and liquid flow rates only; higher flow solutions were divergent unless a very
large lower manifold and large diameter pipes between the pump and channel were used.
However, it was believed that the accuracy o f the code was diminished by the assumption
of a homogeneous fluid, rather than distinctive phases, and the final plumbing design was
arrived at mostly by matching the sizes o f the pump housing, flow meters, and channel
base to reduce the number o f piping adapters.
The pump originally available was a centrifugal-type and produced 1 Vi
horsepower. It was found that the iron impeller could not be used due to rusting.
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Figure 5 Two-phase flow channel with aluminum supports
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Some surface treatments were attempted but this failed to curb the problem. In addition,
during the flow testing, it was found that the design flow rates were too high for the
rectangular flow channel. In response, a smaller centrifugal pump o f % horsepower rating,
with a bronze impeller was purchased and installed. The range o f flow rates that were used
ranged from 1 2 -2 2 GPM and 10.0 - 100.0 SCFH for the liquid and gas flow rates,
respectively.
The steady state temperature of the circulated liquid reached as high as 121 F due
to friction and the pump irreversibilities. A heat exchanger and a fan were added as shown
in the previous photograph (refer to Figure 5), and the temperature was lowered to under
100 F. The liquid flows from the lower manifold through the heat exchanger and into the
upper manifold, before returning to the pump. A valve was installed on the heat exchanger
allowing the steady state liquid temperature to be regulated. Liquid temperatures were
measured in the tank and are shown in Figure 6.

3.2 Valves, Flow Meters, and Pressure Gauge
Valves were installed to regulate the flows o f liquid and gas. The gas regulation
system includes both a pressure regulator and a flowmeter/needle-valve unit which has a
range o f 10.0 - 100.0 SCFH. The building air supply was used, located in the mechanical
equipment room of the engineering complex, and consists of a two-stage, reciprocating
compressor. After an effort to obtain the compressor characteristics proved futile, a study
was undertaken to measure the air flow and pressure drop through the pressure regulator. It
was determined that the air supply system could maintain a flow rate o f greater than 100
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ACFM. much larger than the gas flow rates used in this thesis. Details o f this study are
found elsewhere [39].
The liquid flow rates were measured with a rotameter having a range 5 - 4 0 GPM.
To vary the liquid flow through the channel, two bypass branches were incorporated with
2” PVC ball valves. Based upon results from 2FASECALC, a large valve was shown to be
necessary to reach the preliminary design flows for the liquid of 5 - 42.5 GPM. While
these flows were later found not possible for the channel-pump combination, large valves
were still necessary.
The total pressures o f the two-phase flow at the test section were not measured
directly; however, a static pressure gage located on the removable port generated pressure
fluctuations less than 1.0 psig. It was feasible to assume nearly standard pressure
conditions at the tip o f the probe, which also allowed the gas readings o f the rotameter in
standard cubic feet per hour (SCFFI) to be applied alm ost directly. Calculations involving
the total pressure, such as superficial gas velocities, were based upon the depth of the probe
h. a distance of 9.2” under the tank level, and the average pressure fluctuations of the portside pressure gage. The pressure was hence calculated as follows:
P = P^,„^Q 5*p,gh
This results in a total pressure of 15.2 psia, which was used for the flow calculations.
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Figure 6 Temperature map o f all flows tested (using the installed heat exchanger)

3.3 X-Y Table and Rotary Table
The positioning o f the optical fiber probe was accomplished with X-Y traversing
and planar rotational tables. The X-Y unit was a Parker-Daedel Compumotor model, with
stepping motors, and an overall accuracy greater than 0.0254 mm. It included limiting
switches, but not linear position transducers which are necessary for closed loop control.
As a result open loop control was used, and the range limitations for the carriage were
software programmed. The precise positioning o f the optical probe tip to the chaimel wall
was decidedly more important than the period o f time required to move the probe between
sampling different locations so the stepping motors were operated as low as 1.0 rotation
per second and sometimes less, to minimize resonance and overshooting. The channel
major axis distance required 589,000 motor steps, the minor axis required 34.000 steps.
The planar rotation table was mounted directly below the X-Y table onto the
carriage. Like the X-Y unit all limitations were software programmable, and built into the
final GUI application. Rotations o f ± 90°, or 450,000 motor steps, were necessary to turn
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the probe to approach each channel wall in the same way. Effort was made to produce an
automated testing system and additional details regarding the probe motion programs are
given later in Chapter 4. Stepping motor drivers were installed on the charmel's support
brackets, behind the flow channel. This protected the equipment from water damage and
kept them out-of-the-way.

3.4 Fiber Optic Probe and Electronics
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the equipment design was the optical fiber
probe which is shown in Figure 7. Design objectives include minimal flow-field
interference, adequate rigidity to minimize flow-induced vibrations, and a geometry that
would allow probing very close to the channel walls.
The choice o f materials is critical for the probe body, as it is inserted into the flow.
Stainless steel, and brass were selected for most o f the probe materials while some o f the
moimting hardware such as the two brackets connecting the probe body to the supporting
structure were machined from aluminum. The lower bracket, which is below the tank
water line, was observed to corrode slightly but did not present a problem over the testing
period.
The fiber optic probe housing consists of a square brass channel o f dimensions
0.25” X 0.25” and wall thickness 0.028”. A precision slot of 0.023” x 0.011” was
machined into a com er. As shown in Figure 8, the optical fibers, encased in stainless-steel
hypodermic tubing, and with two fibers per tube, were epoxied into the slot. This design
allows the probe to sample directly adjacent to the chaimel walls with only a small
limitation. The tip o f the fiber optic probe housing was chamfered to create a 30° angle.
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Figure 7 Optical fiber probe and electronics package
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which then positions the dual tips slightly upstream o f any other hardware and decreases
the flow interference near the tips. Also, to minimize the transverse force on the housing
tip from the upward two-phase flow . the flow was allowed to travel into the housing a
short distance and exit through 3/16” diameter holes which were drilled along the sides.
The opening edges were filed slightly to create a sharp rim. To restrain the flow from
traveling upwards the full length of the probe housing, a polystvrene-and-epoxy plug w as
fabricated and inserted into the housing approximately 4.0" from the entrance.
Some previous work by Carrington [3] included the procurement o f a suitable fiber
and the stainless-steel hypodermic tubing. The optical silica-glass fibers were chosen for
their small diameter ( 0.002”) and their ability to fuse together to form a spherical tip.
usually about 0.13 mm in diameter. After the tips were completed and tested for continuity
in both liquid and gas. the fibers were drawn into the hypodermic tubing to position the
spherical tips as close as possible to the edge of the tubing. The best signal responses were
obtained when the fibers were slightly spaced directly behind the tips (see Figure 8). This
results in a tip which extends from the hypodermic tubing by a distance o f approximately
0.13 mm. An opening was machined in the probe housing approximately 5.0” from the
housing tip. As the interior o f the housing at this point was dry, the hypodermic tubing
carrying the optical fibers enter at this point, and travel inside up to the photodiode box.
.Above the flow channel, inside o f the tank, there were no limitations on the probe
housing geometry and a larger square brass channel o f dimensions 0.5” X 0.5” holds the
smaller channel. This larger channel is fixed to the support structure, which is mounted
directly beneath the rotary table. The support structure (refer to Figure 7) was designed for
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Figure 8 Dual optical fiber sensor
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strength and contains two mounting couplings machined from aluminum which allow the
probe body (and electronics package) to be easily removed without dismantling the
structure. Adjustment screws were installed in the couplings to allow probe-body
alignment with the flow channel.
The principle of operation of the optical probe is Snell's law of refraction:
n^sin(^.j ) = n.,sin(^i, )

(3)

where n designates the medium, and (() is the angle between the normal to the interface
surface and the light path. When either tip penetrates a gas bubble or slug, the incident
light from the source is reflected into the return fiber, and eventually detected by a
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Figure 9 Optical fiber sensor operation schematic
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photodiode. In this case a higher light intensity (Si) is measured as shown in Figure 9. In a
liquid such as water the incident light is refracted into the liquid and a lower signal (Si) is
received by the photodiode.
The electronics package consists of two metal cases attached to the end of the larger
square brass channel:
1. .An aluminum box containing the photodiodes and the connections for the
optical fibers (the source light -optical fiber coupling, and the couplings for the
photodiodes and optical fibers)
2. A steel box containing the amplifiers and electrical connections (signal cable
and amplifier power cable)
The photodiodes were selected for their fiber-optic pre-mount housing and for their fast
response, by Carrington [39], prior to this study. The photodiodes were mounted on
aluminum spacers within aluminum housing box to align with the optic fibers. Effort to
arrange the items in as small a volume as possible without bending the fibers excessively
eventually led to the design as shown previously in Figure 7. As the dual tips were so
fragile - even the slightest touch could damage them - extra lengths were allowed and these
were wound in wide circles next to the photodiode and light source connections. In the
event o f tip damage, the reserve was expected to be pulled out at the tip and new tips
created. However, this proved exceeding difficult to accomplish and each repair led to a
complete rebuild. A plastic barrier was installed inside of the aluminum box to contain the
optic fiber loops to the bottom half.
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The interfaces were created by enclosing the end of each optical fiber in a short
piece of hypodermic tubing o f length 1.5" using a small amount of epoxy. After the epoxy
was cured, the end was sanded with fine 600# sandpaper using a custom-made clamping
device to hold the tubing until a flat surface was created. Further sanding with saline and
ordinaiy printer paper produced a polished surface. All work done with the optical fibers
and hypodermic tubing was carried out using a stereo inspection microscope. Standard
optical fiber couplings from a manufacturer^ were used to link the fibers and the
photodiodes with some customization. Rather than epoxy the optical fiber inside of the
union and then polish to create an interface, the union was drilled out and the hypodermic
tube containing the optical fiber was allowed to interface with the union.
An incandescent light source was mounted to the probe support structure using
clamps. A flexible light guide enters the aluminum box from the top and is mounted to an
aluminum block which was drilled halfway through with a diameter equal to that of the
flexible guide, and the rest of the way through with a size #80 drill. In this fashion, precise
alignment o f the fibers and the light guide were possible. The two source optical fibers are
inserted in the small opening to interface with the light guide, on the other side.
The steel electronics box contains a custom circuit board and two 3-pin electrical
connections for the power supply and the signal out, respectively, as shown in Figure 10.
Numerous designs for amplifying the photodiode signals were attempted including a 4amplifier-per-channel instrumentation amplifier, to the present design which was chosen
for its simplicity and fast response. The operational amplifiers used were LF412CN types.

AMP Optical Company. 1-800-526-5142
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Figure 10 Linear response photodiode and amplifier circuit. One circuit was used for each
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which are superior to the "741 "-type. Carrington [3] reported on the frequency responses
of several types and observed signal degradation above 1000 Hz, however this was not a
major concern since the frequencies encountered are considerably lower. Insulated cabling
was used to connect to the data acquisition boards and also to the lOV power supply.

3.5 Data Acquisition and Signal Conditioning
The electrical output signals from the amplifiers were sampled using a data
acquisition system, which consists o f a simultaneous-sample-and-hold (SSH) auxiliary card
and an analog-to-digital (A/D) card. The A/D card, a CIO-DAS 330/16 model, was
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purchased from Omega Engineering and is capable o f a maximum sampling rate of 330
kHz. This performance from the card is possible when the data are streamed directly into a
file using the REPINSTR mode. This is discussed in detail in chapter 4.
It was necessar}' to sample simultaneously on two channels - one channel per fiber
optic tip sensor - to calculate the time shift between the two sensors. The typical single
analog-digital-converter (ADC) data acquisition boards use a multiplexer to sample more
than one channel and the time period between samples from successive channels is termed
the skewness [30]. Based upon earlier experimental work with optical fiber signals, a
skewness o f less than 1 [xsec was deemed acceptable [29]. As a result the SSH auxiliary
board was installed on the system which has a maximimi skewness o f 250 nanoseconds.
The SSH samples both channels (0-upstream, 1-downstream) when the data acquisition
card samples channel 0. It then holds the sampled value for channel 0 until the data
acquisition card samples channel 1. The droop rate, the rate at which the voltage of a
sample that is "on hold” is lowered is reported to be ± 100 mV/ms for the SSH.
As illustrated in Figure 11, the shielded instrumentation cable connects the
amplifiers in the steel amplifier box to the SSH card, which is located outside o f the PC
case. The data acquisition card, located in the PC slot, communicates with the SSH via a
ribbon cable. Specifications for each card are given in Appendix IV.
A graphical user interface (GUI) was created using Visual Basic to control the data
acquisition and processing tasks, as well as the probe motion tasks. Software drivers for
both the data acquisition and the probe motion systems were obtained from the hardware
manufacturers. The Visual Basic platform was chosen for its simplicity and fast
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development capabilities. The GUI includes 4 screens, or forms: CONNECT, FORM l,
MAIN, and POSITION. The forms CONNECT and MAIN simply include motion-board
initiation instructions and introductory task instructions. FORM l (see Figure 12) provides
the majority o f all user-computer exchange, and includes three different automated control
modes:
1. Move the probe to a specified position, or go to the starting position (home)
2. Acquire data (for a preset period of time)
3. Move the probe through a preset motion profile, while stopping at specified
locations to acquire data. Raw data is written to a file, and the "processed” data
file is created.
Modes # 1 and #2 were generally used only for calibration, probe alignment, and
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preliminan' program testing and debugging. The final data were collected using the fullyautomated mode (#3). In this mode, the Visual Basic controlling program moves the
probe to the specified sampling location, collects the data using the data acquisition
software drivers, activates a Fortran executable program which processes the raw data, en
moves the probe to the next location imtil all of the data have been collected and analyzed.
The Fortran program was designed and installed to speed up the data processing task,
which was observed to require more than 30 minutes per sampling location when using a
simple Basic program. With the Fortran program, the time for data processing was about
5.62 minutes. Detailed discussion on the software design and implementation will be
given later in chapter 4, Experimental Procedure.
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Figure 12 FORM l o f the GUI, through which the majority of all user-computer
interaction is accomplished.
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During preliminary testing, electronic noise was observed in the raw data received
by the computer. As a result, care was taken to enclose all electronics, such as the
photodiodes and the amplifier circuitry, in the steel and aluminum cases. This solved most
of the problem. It was determined that some of the noise was generated from using an
incandescent lamp powered from an AC source, which results in a 60-Hz noise, rather than
using a pure DC power supply (battery). The rest o f the noise possibly was introduced
from using single-ended inputs to the data acquisition system. This type o f input has no
common mode range, and differences between the PC “groimd” and the amplifier “ground”
create noise. An attempt to groimd the testing equipment to the PC appeared to create a
ground loop and had adverse effects. However, after using the shielded instrumentation
cable and grounding only the testing equipment, the noise level was lowered to an
acceptable level.
The data acquisition rate was established at 100 kHz (50 kHz per channel) and each
location within the test section was sampled for 15 seconds by the probe. This results in
1.5 million samples per location, 225 m illion samples per flow, and 4.5 billion samples for
all 20 flows. Additional discussions on the data acquisition rates and methods used can be
found later in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The experimental work in this thesis consists of a broad series o f tasks. The main
areas include the calibrations o f the probe, the data collection and analysis to obtain the
two-phase flow parameters of interest, and the alignment and command generation o f the
traversing system.
The automated operation o f the data collection and analysis, and probe movement
was a major objective o f the thesis. This was especially necessary given the amount of
data to be collected and analyzed because the actual “running” time was more than 250
hours to analyze all 20 runs. Hence, considerable effort was put into the development of
the Visual Basic program, FL0W 2PH , which would allow data to be collected and
analyzed somewhat automatically. The source codes for FL0W 2PH are listed in Appendix
V. The flow rates were initially set using the rotameters and valves for each phase and the
fluids were then allowed to reach a thermal steady state. Then, the FL0W 2PH program
was activated which controlled all subsequent processes. Precisely 156 different locations
were probed as follows:
• 51 were aligned along the center o f each axis- both major and minor, and
• 54 locations within a quadrant area consisting of 9 X 6 locations.

35
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Several probe rotations were necessary for the probe to approach each channel wall the
same way. In addition, care was taken to prohibit the probe, and especially the probe tip.
from touching the channel walls. The probe assembly was aligned to rotate about the
probe lip.

4.1 Calibration of the Optical Probe
The optical-fiber probe was calibrated as follows: The signals from the probe were
recorded when both fused tips were inserted into quiescent water and then air, as shown in
Table 3. The voltage levels indicated were measured by the A/D board and converted to
the 12-bit level as shown. The board was setup to measure within the range ± 5V. For
example, + 5V would indicate a level o f 4096; a voltage o f -SVproduces a digital level of
0. Sample plots o f the raw data for bubbly, slug, and chum flows are shown in Figures 13
a -c.

Table 2 Calibration o f the optical fiber probe voltage levels
SENSOR

CHANNEL VOLTAGE
IN WATER

12-bit LEVEL

(S)

VOLTAGE
IN AIR

12-bit LEVEL

(S)

Upstream

0

-0.66 mV

1776

-1.95 mV

1250

Downstream

1

-0.41 mV

1880

-1.66 mV

1370
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4.2 Calculation of Two-phase Parameters
The raw data collected using the fiber optic probe were processed to calculate local
values o f gas void fraction, gas bubble velocity, gas bubble diameter, and the gas passage
frequency, in a time-averaged manner. This was accomplished with the FORTRAN
program READIT.FOR, listed in Appendix VI, which is called automatically by the Visual
Basic controlling-program, FL0W 2PH. Originally, a Visual Basic program was used to
process the data but required 6 to 10 times longer to finish the task. Hence, a unique VB
command was used to transfer control to the executable FORTRAN program:
retval = Shell("C:\F32\readit.EXE")

A method discussed by Moujaes [26] and Hsu [12] was used to find the gas void
fraction. As shown in chapter 3, different signal levels are generated when the optical
probe is inserted into gas and liquid. A threshold signal (Sav) which is the average o f the
signals in the gas (Si) and in the liquid (So), respectively, is established:

The void fraction can be defined using either the ratio of the area occupied by the gas in a
cross section o f the channel to the entire area, or the volume occupied by the gas to the
total volume:
a = Ac
A Toi cross - sec tion

(5)
test sec tion
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Figure 13c Raw sample data of a typical chum flow with channel 1 (downstream tip)
offset by -1000 (12-bit level)

Using the optical probe, the void fraction is found by dividing the number o f signal
points that are less than or equal to the threshold signal (Sav) by the total number of sample
points:

IN
a =

s s s„.

I n
loia/

The gas bubble velocity was obtained using a cross correlation technique. As
discussed in detail by Hsu [12], the method can be applied to any time-varying,
fluctuating data. Moujaes [26] used a dual-tipped optical probe to measure gas velocities,
although researchers have successfully used a variety o f probes. The local gas velocity
was found by calculating the time shift Tm between the two corresponding signals from
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each of the optical fiber tips, and using the distance between the fiber optic probe tips L;
L
Ug = —

(7)

m

The distance between the fused optical fiber tips. L. was measured with a microscope to be
1.30 mm (refer to Figure 8). The cross-correlation function was then generated for an
arbitrary time shift ra s follows:
E(T) = l ( S , ( t ) S n ( t ^ T ) d t

(8)

T 0

The time shift

corresponds to the maximum value o f the cross correlation function

E(r), as shown in Fig. 14. The average gas bubble diameter has been analyzed by Thang
and Davis [41] using statistical techniques as:
Da=lix

(9)

This relation was postulated for an infinite sample o f spherical bubbles. Here, x is the
average statistically subtended chord .

4.3 Data Smoothing Procedures
The final data consists o f the profiles o f each o f the two-phase parameters across
the major and minor axes, as well as for the quadrant region. Some noise was present in
the original data and it was desired to create continuously-smooth plots. A weighted leastsquares technique was implemented (see JUSTWATE, Appendix VIH) to smooth
excessive data variations and system noise, mainly for the gas velocity, passage frequency,
and bubble diameters. As described in detail by Jones [15], a smoothing equation is
assumed for each data point o f the profile, xo (or yo for the minor axis):
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«c(-V o) = a i.X o - + a ; . t o + a ,

(10)

Similar equations for the other parameters were also used, and subject to the constraint that
the sum o f the weighted least-squares. S. is minimized:

“S’ = z

t =l

- “ c;

)}

- x j

- X,) == f - * '" - '

(II)

( 12)

For the weighting function, W, Jones used a value o f ki=20. The profiles presented here
worked well with k,=30. Following standard methodology, the derivatives o f S were
calculated and set to zero to form a set o f equations to be solved simultaneously, to
determine ai, a^, and as. The profiles for the void fraction required almost no smoothing
but the same technique was applied to each profile to maintain consistency.

4.4 Alignment o f the Traversing and Rotary Tables
After the probe was mounted beneath the rotary table, adjustments were made to
the bracket holding the traversing table to align the probe with the flow interior flow
chamiel walls. The number o f motor steps to traverse each wall were recorded It was also
found that 450,000 steps were required to rotate the probe assembly 90°. To align the
probe the following steps were carried out:
1.

Mount the probe assembly above channel. Adjust the traversing support brackets to
center the X-Y table as close as possible with the channel.

2.

Adjust the support brackets until the probe assembly is plumb with the flow
channel.
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Figure 14 Cross correlation curve

3.

Manually move the X-Y table to position the probe at (xo,yo,0)

4.

Using the VB GUI move the X-Y table to (xo,5000,0)

5.

Measure the distance between the Vz" X Vz' probe channel to the inner flow channel
wall with the electronic caliper. Record as D 1

6.

Manually move the X-Y table to position (Xf,yo,0).

7.

Measure the distance between the Vz' X Vz" probe channel to the inner flow channel
wall with the electronic caliper.

8.

Adjust the left side o f the X-Y supporting brackets until y = D1

9.

Repeat steps 3 - 8 until the probe assembly is aligned with the channel.
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A parametric study o f the sampling time and sampling rate were performed (see
Table 3). It was found that a rate of 50 kHz for each channel and 15 seconds o f sampling
were suitable. Using these values, the total time required per sampling location is 5
minutes, 5 seconds.

Table 3 Sampling rates and times. ** Chosen values.
Sampling Rate (kHz)
50
50
50**
50**
100
100
100
100

time
30s
30s
15s
15s
15s
15s
7.5s
7.5s

Ug
a
Ug
a
Ug
a
Ug
a

Bubblv Flow #7
575.22 mm/s
33.0%
656.6 mm/s
32.8 %
593.6 mm/s
32.2 %
659.9 mm/s
34.7%

Slug Flow #16
1226.4 mm/s
40.4%
1298.1 mm/s
41.0%
1208.3 mm/s
41.9%
1262.14 mm/s
41.5%
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CHAPTERS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results consist of the following:
1. Transverse profiles o f gas velocity, void fraction, bubble diameter, and bubble
passage frequency with constant gas flow rates and constant liquid flow rates,
respectively
2. Slug intervals for each flow
3. Flow regime map

5.1 Profiles o f Two-Phase Flow Variables: General Comments
Using the weighted least squares smoothing algorithm as discussed in chapter 4.
two-dimensional distributions o f the gas velocity, void fraction, bubble diameters, and
bubble passage frequency were generated. In all, 20 flows were completed having
superficial gas and liquid velocities ranging from 0.0405 to 0.405 m/s and 0.367 to 0.684
m/s. respectively, as shown in Table 4. The profiles were graphed in groups o f 4 or 5 for
constant gas flow rates as shown in Figures APP. I-l through APP. 1-40, and then some
comparisons were made between the different flow regimes for constant liquid flow rates
in Figures APP. 11-1 through APP. 11-16 .

44
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Table 4 Experimental flows analyzed
Flow

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

à

(GPM)
12.50
15.25
18.50
21.00
12.00
15.25
18.50
21.00
11.75
15.25
18.50
20.25
11.50
15.25
18.50
20.00
11.25
15.25
18.50
19.85

Ô^(SCFH)

Ul (m/s)

Ug (m/s)

type

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
77.50
77.50
77.50
77.50
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

0.407
0.497
0.603
0.684
0.391
0.497
0.603
0.684
0.383
0.497
0.603
0.660
0.375
0.497
0.603
0.652
0.367
0.497
0.603
0.647

0.0405
0.0405
0.0405
0.0405
0.132
0.132
0.132
0.132
0.223
0.223
0.223
0.223
0.314
0.314
0.314
0.314
0.405
0.405
0.405
0.405

bubblv
bubblv
bubblv
bubbly
slug
slug
bubbly
bubbly
slug
slug
slug
slug
chum
slug
slug
slug
chum
slug
slug
slug

In general, the gas velocity profiles tend to remain flat across both the major and the
minor axes for bubbly and slug flows, and the chum flows show some sudden fluctuations.
These are contrasted with the rather parabolic profiles observed with laminar single phase
flows in channels and compared to turbulent flows. Considering the chaotic nature of twophase flows they tend to be more turbulent than laminar.
The profiles appear to decrease more gradually across the major axis than across the
minor axis. For example, the major axis profiles are more rounded near the edges o f flow
#15, as shown in Figures APP. 1-7 and APP. 1-8 . It is suggested that the high aspect ratio
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(12:1) is the reason for this. The chum flow # 17 also follows this trend, as shown in
Figures APP. 1-9 and APP. I-10.
It is suggested that the higher velocities observed near the walls in many of the
graphs, for example flows #3 and #11 in Figures APP. 1-2 and APP. 1-6, respectively, as
well as across both axes o f the channel for the chum flows (Figures APP. 1-7, APP. 1-8 and
.APP. 1-10) may be the response o f the optical probe to a rapidly rotating flow. The method
for calculating gas velocities relies upon maximizing a cross-correlation o f the displaced
sensing tips and does not account for circulating gas bubbles.
For lower bubbly flows such as flows #1 -4 in Figures APP. I-l and APP. 1-2, the
profiles increase with x and it is suggested that the flow was not completely uniform across
the channel. For example, flow #4 increases from approximately 1.5 m/s near x = 0.5L,. to
about 1.6 m/s around x = 0.9L|. For higher flow rates this was not found to be prevalent
and more-uniform mixing seems to be achieved.
The gas velocities tend to increase for increasing gas flow rates, as observed in
Figures APP. II-1 through APP. II-4. Here the liquid flow rates are held constant with
superficial velocities o f U l = 0.497 and 0.603 m/s. Small differences are found to occur
between flows #2 and #6 across both axes (Figures APP. 0-1 and APP. II-2), as well as
between flows #3 and #7 across the major axis (Figure APP. II-3).
The gas void fraction decreases as the liquid flow rate is increased. For example,
across the major axis the profiles appear somewhat flat and decrease from about 20% to
approximately 9% for flows #1 - #4, respectively (Figure APP. I-l I).
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The profiles appear significantly different across the minor axis for flows #1- #4
(Figure APP. 1-12) and the profiles are much more rounded. In addition, coring and offcenter peaking phenomena are clearly observed. It appears that the walls have considerable
influence across the minor axis, although it is pointed out that 51 data points were
measured across each axis and hence, there were much smaller spatial steps in the minor
axis measurements, allowing a higher resolution and especially more detail near the walls.
For instance, a close scrutiny reveals off-center peaking in flows #3 and #4 across the
major axis as well.
A comparison between the bubble sizes and whether the flow structure is coring or
contains off-center peaking was conducted, as shown in Table 6 . The experimental results
appear to agree well with those o f Matsui [21], Grossetete [ 8], and Sekoguchi et al. [36].
As the gas flow rate is increased, the void fraction profiles appear to change from a
coring flow to an off-central-peaking type, and then back towards a coring flow as the
regime changes (Figure APP. II-6 ). Also, unlike the constant gas velocity, increasing
liquid velocity case, the void fraction increases with constant liquid flow rates but
increasing gas flow rates (Figures APP. 1-5 through APP. 1-8). This appears to be a
reasonable phenomenon since the void fraction is expected to increase if the gas flow rate
increases, and decrease if more liquid is added to the flow channel.
The bubble diameter profiles for the flows #1 - #4 appear somewhat flat across the
major axis and rounded across the minor axis. The amplitudes o f the profiles also appear
to be grouped together: Flows #1 and #2 at Db « 2.25 mm and flows #3 and #4 at Da *
1.75 mm (Figures APP. 1-21 and APP. 1-22, respectively). Similar to the void fraction.
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coring and off-center peaking is observed in the latter figure. The sizes are all similar for
flows #5 - # 8, and the central core is relatively flat with Db % 1.75 mm, as shown in
(Figures APP. 1-23 and APP. 1-24). The chum flows are the most distinctive, having much
larger bubble sizes with Db % 8.5 and 11.0 mm for flows #13 and #17. respectively
(Figures APP. 1-29 and APP. 1-30)
In general, for a constant liquid flow rate, the bubble diameter increases with the
superficial gas velocity U g, as shown with U l = 0.603 m/s in Figures APP. II- 11 and APP.
n-12.
Finally, the gas passage frequencies appear to decrease for the flows #1 - #4, across
the major axis (Figures APP. 1-31 and APP. 1-32). However, when the liquid flow rate is
constant (having U l = 0.497 m/s) and the gas flow rate increases, the frequencies increase,
as shown in Figures APP. 11-13 and APP. 11-14. Across the minor axis the profiles again
tend to group together, with flows #1 and #2 as coring types with peaks near 120 Hz. and
flows #3 and #4 peaking near y = 0.2Lz and y = O.8L2, respectively, at approximately 175
Hz.

Table 5 Bubble diameter and flow structure comparisons
Researcher

Coring

Intermediate

Matsui [21]

Geometry
(mm)
30x30

>4 mm

<2 mm

OffCentered
3 mm

Sekoguchi et al. [36]

25x50

>5 mm

—

<5 mm

Grosetete [8]

25.4 ID

>5.1 mm

3.6-5.1
mm

0.8-3 .6 mm

Present Study

150 X
12.5

> 2.0 mm

—

1.5-2.0 mm
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5.2 Flow Regime Analyses
As each flow was tested, the flow structure and flow regime type were visually
observed. The experimental profiles, centerline void fractions, slug intervals were then
investigated closely to determine how they relate to the flow regimes of bubbly, slug, and
chum.

5.2.1 Flow Regime Characterizations using the Experimental Profiles
The experimental profiles were each examined for suggestive pattern-characterizing
trends and it was found that both the bubbly-to-slug (BTS) and the slug-to-chum (STC)
transitions could be distinguished.
In general, for constant superficial liquid velocities the gas velocities are higher for
slug flows than for bubbly flows. For example, with U l = 0.497 m/s the bubbly flow #2
gas velocity increases with x across most o f the major axis (from about 1.0 to 1.2 m/s),
whereas the other slug flows #6, #10, #14, and #18 are higher with a maximum above 2.0
m/s (Figures APP. II-1 and APP. II-2). However, increasing the liquid flow rates and
holding the gas flow rate constant can produce faster bubbly flows, as shown in Figures
APP. 1-3 and APP. 1-4
It is significant that the slug flow void fractions are dramatically higher than for the
bubbly flows. The bubbly flows tend to remain below 25.0% across both axes while, by
contrast, the slug flows reach as high as 50.0% (Figures APP. I-11 through APP. 1-20). A
characterization using the centerline void fi-actions for each flow is presented later based
upon these observations.
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The bubble diameter profiles across the major and m inor axes show insignificant
variations between bubbly and slug flow types (see Figures APP. 1-23. APP. 1-24 and APP.
II-9 through APP. 11-12). although the bubbly flows seem to have somewhat smaller bubble
sizes.
The bubble passage frequencies for the bubbly flows tend to be lower than for the
slug flow types. For example, flow #2 increases with x from about 100 to a maximum of
138 Hz (Figures APP. 11-13 and APP. 11-14). The slug-flow frequencies were measured to
be from 500 - 600 Hz for flows #19 and #20 as shown in Figures APP. 1-39 and APP. 1-40.
The slug-to-chum (STC) transition is well distinguished from each profile.
Keeping the gas flow rate constant, it was foimd that across the m ajor axis the chum flow
#13 gas velocity reaches 3.5 m/s at x/Li = 0.9 while the slug flow #14 remains below 2.0
m/'s. Similarly, the minor axis results indicate higher gas velocities for the chum flows, as
well as the characteristic sudden fluctuations o f the chum regime (Figures APP. 1-7 and
APP. 1-8). The chum flow #17 has a relatively parabolic shape with a central peak (i.e. a
coring flow) as shown in Figure APP. 1-9, and shows a higher gas velocity o f 3.5 m/s near
y = 0.85Lz (see Figure APP. I-10).
The void fi-action profiles o f the chum flows also exhibit more-parabolic shapes,
with peaks at 52% and 57% for flows #13 and #17 (Figures APP. 1-17 and APP. 1-19.
respectively) while the slug flows in general are comparably flat in the central region with
off-centered peaks. The minor axis comparisons are less distinct, although both chum
flows exhibit central peaks (Figures APP. 1-18 and APP. 1-20). Slug flows appear either as
coring flows or with off-centered peaking.
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The gas bubble diameters are much larger for the chum flows across both axesflow #13 indicates a maximum diameter o f approximately 4.5 mm near x = 0.7Li of the
major axis and greater than 8.0 mm near y = 0.2Li o f the minor axis, while the bubbly
flows (#14 - #16) tend to remain below 3.5 mm (Figures APP. 1-27 and APP. 1-28. The
chum flow #17 shows diameters greater than 11 mm while the slug-flow diameters (#18 #20) remain below 5.0 mm (Figures APP. 1-29 and APP. 1-30).
Lastly, the chum flow bubble passage frequencies are characteristically lower than
for the slug types. For example, the chum flows #13 and #17 frequencies range from 300 400 Hz and -200 Hz respectively, while the slug flows are between 400 - 500 Hz (see
Figures APP. 1-37. APP. 1-38 , APP. 1-39, and APP. 1-40).

5.2.2 Flow Regime Characterization using Centerline Gas Void Fraction
The centerline gas void fractions for all o f the bubbly flows tend to remain below
21%. as shown in Figures APP. I-l 1, APP. 1-12 . APP. 1-13, and APP. 1-14. Even though
off-centered peaking begins with flow #3 and these peaks reach as high as 25% such as
flow #8, the centerline values were observed to be consistently lower. For the slug flows,
the centerline void fraction varies between 20% and 50%, although the slug flow #18 was
observed to be 55.6% (see Figures APP. 1-19 and APP. 1-20). It is suggested that this flow
may be somewhere in-between the slug and chum regimes. The chum centerline void
fractions range from 50% to 57%. This agrees with other data, such as that o f Sadotomi et
al. [34], who found bubbly flows to exist up to 15%, in a 17 x 50 mm rectangular channel,
and slug flows as high as 65%.
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5.2.3 Flow Regime Characterizations using the Slug Interval Technique
The slug interval (SI) technique was employed in the present study to determine
BTS and STC flow transitions. The average gas velocity and bubble passage frequency
were calculated from an averaging scheme presented by Zuber and Findlay [44] as follows:
{F) = ^ \ F d A

(13)

The slug intervals was then calculated for each flow run:

The SI is larger for the bubbly and chum regimes and lower for the slug flows as
shown in Figure 15. In previous research Sadotomi et al. [34] used the slug interval to
characterize bubbly, slug, and annular flows in round, rectangular, and triangular
geometries. They found that SI decreased from infinity to about 10 D h, in which Dh
ranged from 10.4 to 26.0 mm, for the BTS transition and then back to infinity for the STC
transition. They concluded that channel geometry itself has no considerable influence on
flow transitions.
In the present study, D h = 23.45 mm and the transitional SI values were found to be
considerably lower than those observed by Sadotomi et al. [34] (see Table 6). However, in
comparing the two studies the SI is observed to decrease for slug flows (see Figure 15), and
appears to hold promise as a pattem-characterization tool. The slug intervals for each flow
run are shown in Table 7.
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A flow regime map was created as shown in Figure 16 which employs the gas and
liquid superficial velocities as coordinates. Good agreement was observed in comparisons
with other data, such as that o f Sadotomi et al. [34], who used the slug interval technique
as previously discussed to find BTS transitions in a rectangular channel (17 X 20.6 mm),
and Sekoguchi et al. [36], who determined the BTS transition in a 35.3 mm ID tube. As
shown on the map. some differences in the BTS transitions were observed with Sadotomi
et al. [34], who used a rectangular duct (7 X 50 mm), Serizawa et al. [37], using round
tubes fi"om 3 0 - 6 0 mm ED, and Mishima et al. [23], who used a narrow rectangular duct o f
minor axis dimension 5 mm. For each o f these, the transition firom bubble-to-slug is
observed at higher superficial gas velocities and it is felt that the aspect ratio and the
hydraulic diameter may account for some o f the differences.

14
12

O BUBBLY

Churn flows

□ SLUG

10
E
E
CÔ

ACHURN

8

Bubbly

6

O O

4
2

□ []

Slug flows

0

Figure 15 Slug interval for bubbly, slug, and chum flows
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Table 6 Flow regime map criteria

Regime

slug Interval
Sadotomi et al. (1982)

slug interval (runs 1-20 of
present study)

Bubbly

>100D h

5.67 - 11.52 mm

Slug

IODh - IOODh

<5.5 mm

-

>1000D h

11.81 - 13.27 mm

(annular regime)

(chum regime)

Table 7 Experimental slug intervals for each flow
Flow
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ul (m/s)
0.407
0.497
0.603
0.684
0.391
0.497
0.603
0.684
0.383
0.497
0.603
0.660
0.375
0.497
0.603
0.652
0.367
0.497
0.603
0.647

U g (m/s)
0.0405
0.0405
0.0405
0.0405
0.132
0.132
0.132
0.132
0.223
0.223
0.223
0.223
0.314
0.314
0.314
0.314
0.405
0.405
0.405
0.405

SI (mm)
10.26
11.52
9.53
10.99
4.55
5.03
5.67
5.81
3.32
3.63
4.56
4.84
11.81
5.09
4.37
4.51
13.27
5.48
3.99
3.86
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type
bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
slug
slug
bubbly
bubbly
slug
slug
slug
slug
chum
slug
slug
slug
chum
slug
slug
slug
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0.8

A Bubbly, present study
■ Slug, present study
#
Chum, present study
— Sadotomi et al (1982) 17 X 20.6 mm
............. Sadotomi et 31(1982)7 X 50 mm
Sekoguchi et al (1981) 35.3 mm ID
WSshima et al (1992) recL 5 mm
Senzawa et al (1992) 30-60 mm 10

bubbly

0.7

? 0.6
E

slug

0.5
0.4

chum i
0.3

0.0

0.1

0.2

0 .3

0 .4

0 .5

U cN s)

Figure 16 Flow regime map for upward flow. All transition lines indicate bubble-to-slug
(BTS) transitions.

5.3 Measurement Uncertainty
The accuracy o f the fiber optical probe system is closely related to measurements
made in previous studies. Using a calibration device, Moujaes [26] compared the gas
velocities o f the fiber optical probe system and a dual-photodiode detector system, and
found the error to be %±7%.
Due to the setup conditions, it is difficult to accurately measure the void fraction
uncertainty. Possible concomitant methods include X-ray and gamma ray attenuation
methods, or a dual, fast-closing valve arrangement to capture the gas and liquid in a
finite container for analysis. However, local measurements are not possible by the latter
method.
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A comparison was made by Moujaes and Dougall [25] of gas and liquid flow rates
as measured by venturi meters upstream o f the test section, and those found by integrating
the flow field at the cross section where measurements o f void fraction, gas and liquid
velocity are taken by the optical probe system. The error range for the gas flow rates is 518%, and that o f the liquid between 3% and 21%. and these uncertainties include the
combined errors o f both void fraction, gas or liquid velocity, and the spatial resolution used
in numerically integrating local variables along the cross-section o f the flow channel.
These estimates are well within the limits of accuracy o f other researchers i.e. Thang et al.
[41].
Finally, in this study, reference is made to Table 3 which shows the repeatability of
measurements for the local o o and ug. For two distinct flow regime settings these
parameters vary only slightly w ith a maximum variance for the gas velocity from +6.2%
and -7.4%. The void fraction varies from +4.6% to -2.9%. It is concluded that the
accuracy o f measurements for the local oo and

uq

should improve over those made by

Moujaes et al. [25] because faster bubble penetration o f the sensing tips is anticipated due
to smaller fiber tip size, i.e. 0.127 mm OD, as opposed to 0.200 mm OD. Also, the
electronics and A/D card have a much faster slew time than those o f Moujaes et al. [25]
and Moujaes [26] which add to this improvement.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Data o f time-averaged, local measurements of void fraction, gas velocity, bubble
diameter, and gas passage frequency across the two principal axes o f a rectangular
channel were presented. Cross-sectional profiles o f some o f these important variables
were examined to see how they directly characterize two-phase flows such as bubbly,
slug, and chum. Holding the superficial liquid velocity constant, it was determined that
near the transition from the bubbly to the slug flow regime, the bubbly flows tend to have
lower velocities, much lower void fi-actions, and lower bubble passage frequencies. The
chum flow regime is distinguished from the slug regime by higher velocities and bubble
diameters, lower frequencies, and rather parabolic, central-peaking profiles of gas
velocity and void fraction.
The centerline void fractions were observed to remain below 21 % for the bubbly
flows, between 20% and 50% for the slug flows, with some reservations, and from 50%
to as high as 57% for the chum flows.
Finally, a flow regime map, developed by using the slug interval for each flow, is
found to be in good agreement qualitatively with established transitions as well as visual
observations and shows clear demarcations o f the ranges o f slug interval lengths for each
flow regime. Some differences in the numerical values of the transitions in this study and
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other researchers were observed. It is suspected that the aspect ratio and the hydraulic
diameter account for some of these.
Some recommendations for future work are presented:
1.

Most o f the methods used in this thesis to characterize the flow regime show good
agreement but require extensive experimentation and data analysis. It is
anticipated that simple measurements o f the centerline void fraction can be used
as an efficient tool for characterizing flow regimes.

2.

Some work needs to be done to analyze in detail the effect o f the channel wall on
the gas velocity measurements using the optical-fiber probe. A possible
suggestion is a gas velocity model that accounts for multi-directional flows.

3.

A stronger, watertight flow channel with straighter inner surfaces is necessary for
detailed, accurate measurements.

4.

Additional concomitant methods are needed to measure the void fraction so that
accurate comparisons can be made to validate the experimental data. A
suggestion is to develop a flow loop that uses either a swell method, in which the
liquid level increases a small amount proportional to the added gas volume, or a
quick-closing valve scheme.
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Figure APP. I-l Gas velocity - minor axis; Bubbly flows with Uo = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-2 Gas velocity - major axis; Bubbly flows with Uo = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-3 Gas velocity - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-4 Gas velocity - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-5 Gas velocity - major axis; Slug flows with Ug = 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-6 Gas velocity - minor axis; Slug flows with Uq = 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-7 Gas velocity - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug= 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-8 Gas velocity - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-9 Gas velocity - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. I-IO Gas velocity - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-12 Void fraction - minor axis; Bubbly flows with Uo = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-13 Void fraction - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-14 Void fraction - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-15 Void fraction - major axis; Slug flows with Uc - 0.223 m/s
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Figure A PP. 1-17 Void fraction - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
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Figure APP. 1-18 Void fraction - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-19 Void fraction - major axis; Slug and chum flows with Ug=0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-20 Void fraction - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with U g=0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-21 Bubble diameter - major axis; Bubbly flows with Ug=0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-22 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Bubbly flows with Ug = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-23 Bubble diameter - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-24 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ug = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-25 Bubble diameter - major axis; Slug flows with Ug = 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-26 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Slug flows with Ug = 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-27 Bubble diameter - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-28 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
U q = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-29 Bubble diameter - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-30 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-31 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Bubbly flows with
Ug = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-32 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Bubbly flows with
U q = 0.0405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-33 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U g = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-34 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U q = 0.132 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-35 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Slug flows with
Ug ~ 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-36 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Slug flows with
U g = 0.223 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-37 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-38 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
U q = 0.314 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-39 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Slug and chum flows with
Ug = 0.405 m/s
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Figure APP. 1-40 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Slug and chum flows with
U g = 0.405 m/s
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APPENDIX II

M AJOR AND MINOR AXIS PROFILES
WITH CONSTANT LIQUID FLOW RATES ON EACH GR.APH
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Figure APP. I l l Gas Velocity - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. II-2 Gas Velocity - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. II-3 Gas Velocity - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ul = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. II-4 Gas Velocity - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. II 5 Void fraction - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ü 'l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. II-6 Void fraction - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
UL=0.497m/s
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Figure APP. II-7 Void fraction - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ül = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. II-8 Void fraction - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ul = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. II-9 Bubble diameter - major axis: Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. 11-10 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. 11-11 Bubble diameter - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
Ul = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. 11-12 Bubble diameter - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.603 m/s
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F igure APP. 11-13 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.497 m/s
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Figure APP. 11-15 Bubble passage frequency - major axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.603 m/s
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Figure APP. 11-16 Bubble passage frequency - minor axis; Bubbly and slug flows with
U l = 0.603 m/s
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APPENDIX III

FLOW SIMULATION COMPUTER PROGRAM
(2FASECALC Source Code)
PROGRAM 2FASECALC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

FLOW SIMULATION PROGRAM:
PIPE SIZES ARE DETERMINED BASED ON DESIGN FLOW RATES
FOR GAS AND LIQUID:
GAS VEL.= 15 FT/S: Q= 18ACFM
ASSUMING Pave=40 PSIA; R = 53.3: T=530R
MFG = Pav/(RT)*Q = 0.051 LBM/S
LIQUID VEL = 5 FT/S; Q = VA= 0.104 CFS = 46.75 GPM
ASSUMING DL = 62.4 LBM/CFT
MFL = 6.48 LBM/S

REAL P2,PA2.PB2.P7.P8.P9,PP1 l.P10,Pl l.MLBP
MFG,MFGO.MFGMID,MFGC.MFGD.MFL,MFLO.MLC,MUG.MUL.
DL.T.Pl
XA.XB.DIFC,DIFD,DIFMID.ERROR.DIF.A ERRTOL.VOID.
DIFOLD
INTEGER FLAGA,FLAGB.FLAGC.FLAGD.FLAGE.ITER.ITERA.ITERB.
ITERG.ITERH
CODE,CODEA.GASUPVAL.GASLO\A^WAL.BPUPVAL.BPLOWV.\L.N
GAS.NBP
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL.T
C

C

TOLERANCE FOR BISECTION METHOD SOLUTION
ERRTOL=1.0
COMMON PARAMETERS
MUL = 2.05E-05*32.2
MUG= 4.00E-07*32.2
DL= 62.43
T=530.
Pl = 3.14

C

INITIALIZE PROCESS
93
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OPEN (UNIT =99,FILE ='2FL0W .D A T)
OPEN (UNIT =90.FILE =’vlv.DAT’)
WRITE(90.*)" ngas nbp mic mlbp mfg p2 void DIF C"
"
WRITE(90.*)"— ---------------------------------C
4

FLOWTEST INPUTS
PRINT *."SPECIFY GAS VALVE POSITION RANGE:"
PRINT
0(CLOSED)<=NGAS>=20(OPEN)"
PRINT *."ENTER LOWER VALUE:"
READ *.GASLOWVAL
PRINT *."ENTER UPPER VALUE:"
READ *,GASUPVAL
PRINT*
PRINT *,"SPECIFY BYPASS VALVE POSITION RANGE:"
PRINT *."
0(CLOSED)<=NBP>=12(OPEN)"
PRINT *,"ENTER LOWER VALUE:"
READ *.BPLOWVAL
PRINT *,"ENTER UPPER VALUE:"
READ *,BPUPVAL
DO 5 NGAS = GASLOWVAL,GASUPVAL
DO 6 NBP= BPLOWVAL.BPUPVAL
PRINT *,"enter initial gas flow rate"
read *,MFGO
GOTO 20

C

16

BEGIN FLOW SIMULATION
ITER = 0
ITERG=0
ITERH=0
GOTO 20
WRITE(99,*)" airflow boundaries obtained"
A=DIFC*DIFD
WRITE(99,*)"DIFC*DIFD=",A,"ITERH=".1TERH
WRITE(99,*)"MFGC=",MFGC," MFGD=",MFGD
WRITE(99,*)"DIFC=",DIFC,"
DIFD=".DIFD
PRINT *,"DIFC=",DIFC,"
DIFD=",DIFD,A
IF (A .gt. 0.) THEN
PRINT *,"Root must be bracketed between intervals"
GOTO 500
ENDIF
ITERH = ITERH + 1
IF (ITERH .GT. 90) THEN
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C

20

WRITE(99.*)"TIME OUT-BISAIR
ITERH=".ITERH."MFGMID=",MFGMID
PRINT *."TLME O U T -B IS AIR
ITERH=".ITERH."MFGMID=".MFGMID
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF (ABS(MFGC-MFGD) .LT. .000001) THEN
WRITE(99.*) "BISECTION CONVERGED WITHOUT SOLUTION"
WRITE(90.*) "BISECTION CONVERGED W /0 SOLUTION"
CODEA = 1
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MFGMID = 0.5*(MFGC+MFGD)
MFGO = MFGMID
MFL0=1.0
WRITE(99.*)"FLAGE=",flage." MFGO=".MFGO
WRITE(99,*)"MFGC=",MFGC," MFGD=",MFGD
IF (ITER .GT. 500 OR. ITERG .GT. 500) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT AIRFLOW"
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MFG=MFGO
IF (MFG EQ. 0.0) THEN
P2 =P2*(1+(ABS(DIF))**0.5)
ELSE
CALL AIRSUPPLY(NGAS.MFG.P2)
P2 = P2*144.
ENDIF
print *,"p2 : ",p2,"PSF ",P2/144.."PSI"
MFL0=1.0
DIFOLD =1.0
FLAGC=0
FLAGD=0
FLAGE=0
ITERH = 0
CODE = 0

C DETERMINE FLOW THROUGH CHANNEL.OR BOUNDARIES NECESSARY
TO DO SO
22
ITERA =0
ITERB =0
ITERC =0
FLAGA =0
FLAGB =0
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25

C

IF (ITERA .GT. 500 OR. ITERB GT. 500) THEN
PRINT *."TIMEOUT CRAN LIQ FLOW"
GOTO 500
ENDIF
CALL FLOW27(P2.MFG.MFLO.P7.MFL.VOID)
OBTAIN BOUNDARY VALUES FOR MFL TO USE WITH BISECTION
ERROR = P7/I44.-(14.7+0.5*DL/I44.)
IF (ABS(ERROR) .LT. .33) THEN
MLC=MFL
WRITE(99,*)"MLC REACHED...=".MLC
PRINT *,"MLC REACHED...=".MLC." P7= ".P7/144.
GOTO 90
ENDIF

30

IF (ERROR .LT. 0.000) THEN
XA=MFL
PA7=P7/144.
FLAGA=1
ITERA=ITERA+1
MFL0=MFL*(l.-((ABS(ERROR))**0.5)/200.)
ELSE
XB=MFL
PB7=P7/144.
FLAGB = 1
ITERB=ITERB+I
MFL0=MFL*(1.+ ((ABS(ERROR))**0.5)/20.)
ENDIF
IF (FLAGA .EQ. 1 .AND. FLAGB EQ. I) THEN
PRINT *,"FLAGA=",FLAGA," FLAGB=",FLAGB
PRINT ^/'BISECTION BOUNDARIES OBTAINED"
WRITE(99,*)"LIQ.BOUNDS OBTAINED. XA=".XA." XB=".XB
WRITE(99,*)"PA2.PA7=".PA2.PA7." PB2,PB7=",PB2,PB7
CALL BIS27L(XA,XB,MFG.P2,MLC)
WRITE(99,*)"MLC =",MLC
PRINT *,"MLC REACHED...=",MLC," P7= ",P7/144.
ELSE
GOTO 25
ENDIF

C

CONTINUING WITH LIQUID FLOWS
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90

CALL FLOW78(P7,MLC,P8)
WRITE(99.*)"P8 (PSD (FLOW78)
PRINT *."P8=".P8/144.

(P8)/144.

CALL FLOW l 12(P2.MLC.P11)
WRITE(99.*)"PR£SSURE 11 (FROM 11-2 SYS) (PSI)-.
C

PI 1/144.

CALC MLBP FROM P8.P 11
CALL BP(P11.P8.NBP.MLBP)
WRITE(99,*) "MLBP =".MLBP
MFL = MLC+MLBP
WRITE(99,*) "PUMPING FLOW=".MFL

C

CALC P9.P10
CALL FLOW89(P8.MFL.P9)
WRITE(99,*)"PRESSURE 9 (PSI)-. (P9)/144.
CALL FLOW910(P9,MFL,P10)
WRITE(99.*)"PRESSURE 10 PUMP OUTLET (PSI)... ". (P10)/144.
CALL FLOW 1011 (P10,MFL,PP 11 )
WRITE(99,*) "PRESSURE PPl 1 (P S I)- (PPl D/144.

C
200

ADJUST AIR FLOW RATE TO UNITE P l l &PP11
DIF = PI 1/144.-P P lI/I4 4 .
PRINT *,"DIF------------------------------------------------ ".DIF
WRITE(99,*) "DIF=",DIF
IF (ABS(DIF-DIFOLD) .LT. .001) THEN
WRITE(99,*)"NONCONVERGENT DIF"
DIFOLD=DIF
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF (FLAGE .EQ. 1) THEN
GOTO 400
ENDIF
IF (ABS(DIF) .LT. ERRTOL) THEN
PRINT *,"FLOW SIMULATION COMPLETE"
WRITE(99,*) "DIF=",DIF
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF (FLAGG .EQ. 1 .AND. FLAGD .EQ. 1) THEN
PRINT *,"FLAGC=",FLAGC," FLAGD=",FLAGD
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WRITE(99.*)"BIS. BOUNDS FOR AIR; DIFC=".DIFC." DIFD=".DIFD
FLAGE =I
GOTO 16
ENDIF
IF (DIF .LT. 0.000) THEN
IF (FLAGG .EQ. 0) THEN
MFGC=MFG
DIFC=DIF
FLAGC=1
ITERG=ITERG+1
ENDIF
MFGO=MFG*( 1.-((ABS(DIF))**0.5)/200.)
IF (MFGO .LT. .001) THEN
PRINT *,"MFG=0, CHECK VALVE STARTING. P2 INCREASING"
MFG0=0.0
ENDIF
WRITE(99. *)"MFG,MFGO,DIF=".MFG.MFGO.DIF
MFLO= 1.0
GOTO 20
ELSE IF (DIF .GT. 0.00) THEN
IF (FLAGD EQ. 0) THEN
MFGD=MFG
DIFD=DIF
FLAGD = 1
ITERG = ITERG + 1
GOTO 20
ENDIF
MFG0=MFG*(l.+((ABS(DIF))**0.5)/200.)
WRITE(99,*)"MFG,MFG0.DIF=",MFG.MFG0,DIF
MFLO = 1.0
GOTO 20
ENDIF
C

CONTINUE WITH AIRFLOW BISECTION

400 DIFMID=DIF
IF (ABS(DIFMID) GT. ERRTOL) THEN
IF (DIFD*DIFMID GT. 0.0) THEN
DIFD=DIFMID
MFGD=MFGMID
MFGO=MFGD
MFL0=1.0
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ELSE
DIFC=DIFMID
MFGC=MFGMID
MFGO=MFGC
MFL0=1.0
ENDIF
GOTO 16
ENDIF
MFG = MFGMID
495
FORMAT (1X.2(I3.1X),6(F7.4.1X).I1)
500
WRITE(99.*)"FINAL GAS FLOW RATE MFG". MFG
WRITE(99.*) "MLC=".MLC." MLBP=".MLBP." MFG=".MFG
WRITE(99,*) "P2=".P2/144.," PI 1=".P11/144.," PPl 1=".PP11/144.
WRITE(90,495) ngas,nbp,mlc,mlbp,mfg,p2/144..void.DIF.CODE
PRINT ^/'SIMULATION COMPLETE".ngas,nbp
6
5

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CLOSE (99)
CLOSE (90)
END

SUBROUTINE BISECT(FUN.P 1.FF.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL.P2.ITER.C0DE)
INTEGER ITER.MAXIT,FUN.CODE
REAL XA,XB,P2,A,P I ,FF,L,D,K,Z.MFG,MFL
REAL Fl,F2,FMID,XMID.ERRTOL
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL.T

c

ERRTOL = 5.0E-04
MAXIT = 2000
ITER = 0
CODE =0
DETERMINE WHICH FUNCTION TO USE
OPEN (UNIT = 29,FILE= 'bisect.D A D
IF (FUN .EQ. 23) THEN
X A =5.*I44.
XB= 100.* 144.
IF(P1+XB EQ. 0.0 OR. Pl+ X A EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW23 P1+XA=",P1+XA."P1+XB=",P1+XB
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
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100
PRINT *."DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW23. MFL-MFG=".MFL+MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
0=F23(P 1,XB,FFX,D,K,Z,MFG.MFL)
n =F23(P 1.XA.FF,L.D,K.Z.MFG.MFL)
A=fl*f2
IF (A .gt. 0.) THEN
WRITE(29.*)"fl *f2 =".A."ITER=".ITER
CODE =1
GOTO 500
ENDIF
30
IF (ITER GT. MAXIT) THEN
WRITE(29,*)"NO CONVERGENCE-FLOWTYPE23 SECTION. ABORTING..."
PRINT *,"TIME OUT-FLOW TYPE23 SECTION. ABORTING..."
GOTO 500
ENDIF
XMID = 0.5*(XA+XB)
IF(P1+XMID .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *."DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW23 P1+XMID=".P1+XMID
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *."DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW23. M FL-MFG=".M FL-MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
FMID=F23(P 1.XMID.FFX,D,K.Z.MFG.MFL)
ITER = ITER + 1
IF (ABS(FMID - 0.0) .GT. ERRTOL) THEN
IF (F2*FMID GT. 0.00000000) THEN
XB=XMID
G=FMID
ELSE
XA=XMID
ENDIF
GOTO 30
ENDIF
P2 = XMID
ELSE IF (FUN .EQ. 45) THEN
XA= 10.* 144.
XB=90.*144.
IF(P1+XB .EQ. 0.0 OR. Pl+X A .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW45 P1+XA=",P1+XA."P1+XB=",P1+XB
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GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW45. MFL-MFG=".MFL^MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
f2=F23(Pl.XB,FFX,D,K.Z.M FaM FL)
n =F23(P 1.XA,FFX,D,K,Z,MFG.MFL)
A =fl*f2
IF (A .gt. 0.) THEN
W RITE(29,*)"fl*f2 (flow45) =".A."ITER=".ITER
CODE =1
GOTO 500
ENDIF
40
IF (ITER GT. MAXIT) THEN
WRITE(29.*)"NO CONVERGENCE-FLOW45 SECTION. ABORTING..."
PRINT *."TIME O U T-FLOW 45 SECTION. ABORTING..."
GOTO 500
ENDIF
XMID = 0.5*(XA+XB)
IF(P1+XB .EQ. 0.0 OR. Pl+X A EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW45 P 1+XA=".P 1+XA."P 1+XB=".P 1+XB
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW45. MFL+MFG=".MFL+MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
FMID=F23(P 1,XMID,FF.L,D,K.Z.MFG.MFL)
ITER = ITER + 1
IF (ABS(FMID - 0.0) .GT. ERRTOL) THEN
IF (F2*FMID .GT. 0.00000000) THEN
XB=XMID
f2=FMID
ELSE
XA=XMID
ENDIF
GOTO 40
ENDIF
P2 = XMID
ELSE IF (FUN .EQ. 67) THEN
XA=10.*144.
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XB=130.*144.
IF(P1+XB .EQ. 0.0 .OR. Pl+XA EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW67 P1+X,A.=".PKXA."PKXB=".P1+XB
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *."DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW67. MFL+.MFG=".MFL-MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
G=F23(P 1,XB,FF.L,D.K.Z.MFG,MFL )
n =F23(P 1JCA.FFX,D,K.Z,MFG.MFL )

50

A=fl*f2
IF (A .gt. 0.) THEN
W RITE(29,*)"n*f2 flow67 =",A."ITER="JTER
C O D E= I
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF (ITER GT. MAXIT) THEN
WRITE(29.*)"NO CONVERGENCE-FLOW 67 SECTION. ABORTING..."
PRINT *."TIME O U T-FLO W 67 SECTION. ABORTING..."
GOTO 500
ENDIF
XMID = 0.5*(XA+XB)
IF(P1+XB .EQ. 0.0 OR. Pl+XA .EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DrVIDE BY 0 FLOW67 P1+XA=",P1+XA,"P1+XB=",P1+XB
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF((MFL+MFG) EQ. 0.0) THEN
PRINT *,"DIVIDE BY ZERO FLOW67. MFL+MFG=".MFL+MFG
GOTO 500
ENDIF
FMID=F23(P 1,XMID,FFX-D,K.Z.MFG,MFL)
ITER = ITER + 1
IF (ABS(FMID - 0.0) GT. ERRTOL) THEN
IF (F2*FMID GT. 0.00000000) THEN
XB=XMID
f2=FMID
ELSE
XA=XMID
ENDIF
GOTO 50
ENDIF
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P2 = XMID
ENDIF
CLOSE(29)
500 END
SUBROUTINE BP(P1 l.P8,N.MLBP)
REAL MLBP,MLBP0.GC,PLP8.PP8.P1 LDP
REAL D,FF,L,K,Z,DIF.MUL,DL.CV
INTEGER ITER.ITERL,N
PARAMETER (PI=3.14.GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL.MUG,DL.T
OPEN (UNIT = 49.FILE= 'BP.DAT')
DP = ( P ll - PS)
if (DP .le. 0.0) then
WRITE (49,*) "no pressure difference: MLBP = 0.0"
PRINT *."no pressure difference: MLBP = 0.0"
MLBP = 0.0
GOTO 500
ENDIF
WRITE (49,*) "T=",T," PI 1=".P11/144.,"N=".N
L=20./12.
D=.375/12.
ITER = 0
ITERL = 0
CV=N* .33/50.
K=120*((1.6E-4)*(1.0-D*12.)+.023)
Z=0.
WRITE (49,*) "K=",K."P8=".P8/144.."N=".N
C DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
C

ASSUME MLBP = 2.5 LBM/S TO GENERATE INITIAL RE
MLBPO = 2.5

50

RE = 4.*MLBP0/(PI*D*MUL)
WRITE (49,*) "RE = ",RE
IF (RE .LE. 2000.) THEN
FF = 64./RE
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ELSEIF (RE GT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.251
ENDIF
WRITE (49,*) "OK HERE."
MLBP = ((DP-DL*Z)/ ((8.,/PI/PI/(D**4.)/DL/GC)*(FF*L/D+K)& l./(.I3904*CV*12.)**2.))**0.5
C

CHECK MLBP WITH ASSUMPTION
DIF = MLBP - MLBPO
IF (ITER GT. 100) THEN
PRINT *."N 0 CONVERGENCE FOR BYPASS"
GOTO 500
ENDIF
IF (DIF GT. 0.05 OR. DIF .LT. -0.05) THEN
MLBPO = (MLBP0+MLBP)*0.5
ITER = ITER + 1
GOTO 50
ELSE
WRITE (49,*) "FINAL RE = ",RE." ITER=".ITER
ENDIF

C

CHECK THAT MLBP IS CORRECT USING FLOWl 18

WRITE (49,*)"
CHECK: P8=PP8?----------------CALL FLOW 118(P 11 ,MLBP,N,PP8)
WRITE(49,*)"PP8=",PP8/144.
WRITE(49,*)"ERR0R = ",(ABS(PP8-P8))/I44.
500 WRITE (49,*)"---------------------------------- "
WRITE (49,*) "MUL=",MUL," DL=".DL."DP=".DP
WRITE (49,*) "T=",T," PI1=",P11," L=".L," D=".D
WRITE (49,*) "K=",K,"P8=".P8,"N=",N
WRITE (49,*) "P8 (PSI) =".P8/144.
WRITE (49,*)"MLBP (LBM/S) =",MLBP
WRITE (49,*)"P11 (PSI) =",P11/144.
WRITE (49,*)"FF = ",FF
WRITE (49,*)"RE = ",RE
CLOSE(49)
END
FUNCTION F12 (Pa,Pb,FF,L,D,K,Z,MG)
C

GAS PHASE FLOW
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REAL Pa.Pb.FF.L,D.K,Z,MG.T.PLR.GC
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=53.3,GC=32.17)
COMMON X1.X2.XACC,MUL.MUG.DL.T
F 12 =PA-PB-((FF*L/D+K)* 16./(P A+PB)+8. *( L /P B -l./
& PA))*R*T/GC*(MG/PI/D/D)**2.-(PA+PB)*Z/2./RT
END
FUNCTION F23 (PA.PB.FX.D.K.Z.MG.ML)
C

2 PHASE FLOW
REAL PA,PB,FX,D,K,MG,ML,T,PLR.GC,DL
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=53.3,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
F23=PA-PB-(2.*F*L/D+8.*K/GC)*(ML+MG)**2./(PI*D*D)**2.
& *((PA+PB)*DL/2./R/T)**(-l.)*(MG*DL/(MG+ML)+(l.-MG/(MG+NX))*
& (PA+PB)/2./R/T)-(PA+PB)*DL/2.,'R/T*Z*
& ((MG*DL/(MG+ML)+(l.-MG/(MG+ML))*(PA+PB)/2./RAl)**(-l.)
END

SUBROUTINE FLO W l011 (PLML.P2)
REAL L.D.K,FF.MUL,MFL.ML,DL.GC.PI.P 1,P2
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL.T
C
C

C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM/deg R)
DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=15./12.
D=2./12.
DEVICE: 1 EXP
K=1.0
Z=0.
MFL = ML

C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 49,FILE= 'FLOW1011.DAT')
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RE = 4*MFL/(PI*D*MUL)
IF (RE XT. 2500) THEN
FF = 64./RE
WRITE (49,*)" REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSEIF (RE .GT. 2500) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
WRITE (49,*)" REGION

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
P2 = P1-(8.*FF*L/D+8.*K/GC)*MFL*MFL/PI/PI/D/D-DL*Z
C

RECORD IMPORTANT DATA
WRITE (49,*)"_________________________ "
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "MUL=",MUL," DL=".DL
WRITE (49,*) " P10=",P1,"P11= ",P2," L=",L
WRITE (49,*) "K=",K," D=".D
WRITE (49,*)" MASS FLOW RATE
".MFL
WRITE (49,*)" RE #
",RE
WRITE (49,*)" FRI FAC
",FF
WRITE (49,*)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MFL/DL/PI/D/D
WRITE (49,*)" GPM
",MFL*60./DL/. 1337
WRITE (49,*)"-------------------------------------- "
CLOSE(49)
END

SUBROUTINE FLOW l 12 (P2,M L,P11)
REAL L,D.K,FF,MUL,MFL,ML,DL.GC.PI.P11.P2
PARAMETER (PI=3.14.GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL.T
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=13./12.
D=1.5/12.

C

DEVICE: 2 ELB0W S;(1EXP;lCNTN)(gFLOW M ETER; FLOWMETER
K=60.*((1.6E-4)*(1.0-D*12.)+.023)
Z=0.
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MFL = ML
C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 49.FILE= 'FLOWl 12.DAT’)
RE = 4*MFL/(PI*D*MUL)
IF (RE .LT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 64./RE
WRITE (4 9 /)" REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSEIF (RE .GT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
WRITE (4 9 /)" REGION

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
P l l = P2+(8.*FF*L/D+8.’^K)*MFL*MFL/GC/DL/(PPD*D)**2.+DL*Z
C

RECORD IMPORTANT DATA
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " -------------------------------------- "
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "MUL=",MUL," DL=".DL
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "T=",T." PI 1=",P11/144.," L=”.L." D=".D
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "K=",K," P2=",P2/144.
WRITE (4 9 /)" MASS FLOW RATE
",MFL
WRITE (4 9 /) " RE #
",RE
WRITE (4 9 /) " FRI FAC
",FF
WRITE (4 9 /) " AVE. VEL.
",4.*MFL/DL/PI/D/D
WRITE (4 9 /) " GPM
",MFL*60./DL/.1337
CLOSE(49)
END

SUBROUTINE FLOWl 18 (P1,ML,N,P2)
REAL L,D,K,FF,MUL,MFL,DL,GC,PI,P 1,P2,ML,CV
INTEGER N
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM/deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
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L=20./12.
D=.375/12.
CV=N*.33/50.
K= 120*(( 1.6E-4)*( 1.0-0*12.)+.023)
Z=0.
MFL = ML
C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 50,FILE= 'FLOl 18.DAT')
RE = 4.*MFL/(PI*D*MUL)
IF (RE .LT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 64./RE
WRITE (50,*)" REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSEIF (RE .GT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
WRITE (50,*)" REGION

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
P2 = Pl-((8./DL/GC/PI/PI/(D**4.)*(FF*L/D+K)+
& 1./((. 13904*CV* 12.)**2.))*MFL**2.+DL*Z)
C

RECORD IMPORTANT DATA
WRITE (50,*)"------------------------------------"
WRITE (50,*)" MASS FLOW RATE
",MFL
WRITE (50,*)" RE #
",RE
WRITE (50,*)" FRI FAC
",FF
WRITE (50,*)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MFL/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (50,*)" GPM
",MFL*60./DL/.1337
WRITE (50,*) "MUL=",MUL," DL=",DL
WRITE (50,*) "T=",T," PI 1=",P1/I44.," L=",L," D=",D
WRITE (50,*) "K=",K," P8=",P2/144.
WRITE (50,*)"FF = ",FF
WRITE (50,*)"RE = ",RE
CLOSE(50)
END

SUBROUTINE FL0W 12 (P1,MFG,MFL,P2,MFGNEW)
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REAL F 12,L,D,K.FF,MUG,MFG.MFGNEW.MFL.T.X 1.X2.R.GC.PI
REAL Z,RE,P1.P2
PARAMETER (PI=3.14.R=53.3.GC=32.17)
COMMON XI.X2;XACC,MUL.MUG.DL.T
INTEGER F U N j JTERQ.CODE
C
C

C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)
DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L—126.
0=0.75/12.
F U N = 12
K=601.*( 1.6E-04*( 1.-D* 12.)+.023)
Z=-20.0
DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT=9,FILE= 'FL0W12.DAT')

MFGNEW=MFG
ITER0=0
10 CODE = 0
RE = 4*MFG/(PI*D*MUG)
IF (RE .LT. 2000) THEN
FF = 64 ./RE
WRITE (9,*)" REG IO N ------------ LAMINAR"
ELSE
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
WRITE (9,*)" R EG IO N ------------ TURBULENT"
ENDIF
C

USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P2
CALL BISECT (FUN,Pl,FF,L,D,K.Z.M FG,M FL,P2j,C0DE)
IF (CODE .EQ. I) THEN
WRITE (9,*)"READJUSTING GAS FLOW RATE BY -3% (C0DE=1)"
MFG=.97*MFG
MFGNEW=MFG
WRITE (9,*)"mfg=",mfg
ITERO = ITERO+1
GOTO 10
ENDIF
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IF (P2 XT. (25.* 144.)) THEN
WRITE (9,*)"ADJUST GAS FLOW R.4TE BY -3% (P2 < 30 PSIA)"
MFG=.97*MFG
MFGNEW=MFG
WRITE (9,*)"mfg=",mfg
ITERO = ITERO+I
GOTO 10
ENDIF
WRITE (9,*)"P2 = ",P2/144.." PSI"
C

RECORD FLOW DATA
WRITE (9.*)
WRITE (9,*)"PERTINENT DATA FOR FLOW 12"
WRITE (9,*)"NOTE: IF F12() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
WRITE (9,*)"F12(P2) = ", F12(P1,P2.FF.L,D.K.Z,MFG)
WRITE (9,*) ’X 1=',X 1,’ X2='.X2
WRITE (9,*) " MUG=",MUG
WRITE (9,*) "T=",T," P1=",P1." L="X," D=",D
WRITE (9,*) "K=",K," FUN=",FUN,"Z=",Z,"ITER=".J
WRITE (9,*)" M ASS FLOW RATE
",MFG
WRITE (9,*)" RE #
",RE
WRITE (9,*)" FRI FAC
",FF
WRITE (9,*)" AVE. VEL.
".4.*MFG/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (9,*)" ACFM
",MFG*60./0.4
WRITE (9,*)" SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7
CL0SE(9)
END

SUBROUTINE FLOW23 (PI ,MFG,MFL,P2,MFGNEW)
CHARACTER LINE*35
REAL F23,L,D,K,FF2,MUG,MUL,MFG,DL,T,R,GC,PI,P 1,P2
REAL MU2,QUAL,MF,VOID,RE2,MFL,Z,MFGNEW
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=53.3,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
INTEGER FUN,J,ITERO,CODE
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)
line ="---------------------------------- "
DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=45./12.
D= 1.5/12.
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FUN = 23
K=170.0*( 1.6E-04*( 1,0-D* 12.)+.023 )
Z=-20./12.
C

DEFINE 2 PHASE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF FLOW R.ATE V.AJUABLES
MFGNEW=MFG
ITER0=0
10 CODE=0
IF (ITERO .GT. 1000) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT FLOW23 ITER=".ITERO
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MF = MFG + MFL
! LBM/S
QUAL = MFG/MF
! NONDIM
VOID = MFG*60./0.4/(MFG*60./0.4 +MFL*60./DL)
MU2=1 ./(QUAL/MUG + ( 1.-QUAL)/MUL)

C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 59,FILE= TLOW23.DAT)
RE2 = 4*MF/(PI*D*MU2)
IF (RE2 .LE. 2000) THEN
FF2 = 64./RE2
WRITE (59,*) LINE
WRITE (59,*) " 2PHASE REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSE
FF2 = 0 .316/(RE2* *0.25)
WRITE (59.*) LINE
WRITE (59.*) " 2PHASE REGION:

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
C

USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P
CALL BISECT (FUN,Pl,FF2,L,D,K,Z,MFG,MFL,P2j,CODE)
IF (CODE .EQ. 1)THEN
MFG=0.96*MFG
MFGNEW=MFG
ITERO = ITERO+1
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GOTO 10
ENDIF
WRITE (59,*)"P3 = ".P2/144.." PSI"
C

RECORD FLOW DATA
WRITE (59,*)
WRITE (59,*)"PERTINENT DATA FOR FLOW23"
WRITE (59,*)LINE
WRITE (59,*)"N0TE: IF F23() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
WRITE (59,*)"F23(X1) = F23(P1.0..FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(X2) = ", F23(P1.100..FF2.L.D.K,Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(P3) = ". F23(P1.P2,FF2.L.D.K,Z,MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*) "XI=0 X2=100"
WRITE (59,*) "MU2=",MU2," DL=".DL." Z= ".Z
WRITE (59,*) "T=",T," P2=".P1," L=",L." D=".D
WRITE (59,*) "K=",K," FUN=",FUN," QUAL=".QUAL
WRITE (59,*) " MFL=",MFL," MFG=",MFG," VOID=".VOID
WRITE (59,*)" TOT. MASS FLOW RATE ",MF
WRITE (59,*)" RE2 #
".RE2
WRITE (59,*)" FF2
",FF2
WRITE (59,*)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MF/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (59,*)" ACFM
",MF*60./0.4
WRITE (59,*)" SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7
WRITE (59,*) LINE
500 CLOSE(59)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW27(P2,MFGO,MFL,P5,P6,P7,MFG)
REAL P2,P3.P4,P5,P6,P7,MFG0,MFL.MFG
INTEGER ITER
OPEN (UNIT = 27,FILE= 'FLOW27.DAT')
5

IF (ITER GT. 100) THEN
PRINT *,"
TIMEOUT CFIAN LIQ FLOW************''
GOTO 500
ENDIF
WRITE(27,*)"P2=",P2/I44.
CALL FLOW23 (P2,MFG0,MFL,P3,MFG)
WRITE(27,*)"P3=",P3/I44„" MFG=",MFG," MFL=",MFL
MFGO=MFG
CALL FLOW34 (P3,MFG0,MFL,P4,MFG)
WRITE(27,*)"P4=",P4/144.." MFG=",MFG," MFL=",MFL
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IF (MFGO .NE. MFG) THEN
MFGO=MFG
ITER = ITER+1
GOTO 5
ENDIF
CALL FLOW45(P4,MFGO,MFL,P5,MFG)
WRITE(27,*)"P5=",P5/144.," MFG=",MFG." MFL=".MFL
IF (MFGO NE. MFG) THEN
MFG0=MFG
ITER = ITER+1
GOTO 5
ENDIF
CALL FLOW56(P5,MFGO.MFL,P6,MFG)
WRITE(27,*)"P6=",(P6)/144.." MFG=".MFG," MFL=".MFL
IF (MFGO .NE. MFG) TFIEN
MFGO=MFG
ITER = ITER+1
GOTO 5
ENDIF
CALL FLOW67A(P6,MFGO.MFL,P7.MFG)
WRITE(27,*)"P7=",P7/144.," MFG=",MFG." MFL=",MFL
IF (MFGO .NE. MFG) THEN
MFGO=MFG
ITER = ITER+I
GOTO 5
ENDIF
WRITE(27,*)"(ADJUSTED) LIQUID FLOW '.MFG
500 CLOSE(27)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW34 (PI,MG,ML,P2,MFGNEW)
REAL F23,L,D,K,FF2,MUG,MUL,MFG,DL,T,R,GC,PLP 1.P2
REAL MU2,QUAL,MF,VOID,RE2,MFL,MG,ML,Z.MFGNEW
PARAMETER (PI=3.I4,R=53.3,GC=32.I7)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
INTEGER FUN,J,CODE,ITERO
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=21./12.
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D=l./12.0
FUN = 23
K=120.0*(1.6E-04*(1.0-D*12.)+.023)
Z=0.0
C

DEFINE 2 PHASE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF FLOW RATE VARIABLES
MFGNEW=MG
MFG = MG/2.
MFL = ML/2.
ITER0=0
10 CODE=0
IF (ITERO .GT. 1000) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT FLOW34 ITER=".ITERO
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MF = (MFG + MFL)
! LBM/S
QUAL = MFG/MF
! NONDIM
VOID = MFG*60./0.4/(MFG*60./0.4 +MFL*60./DL)
MU2=1./(QUAL/MUG + (l.-QUAL)/MUL)

C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 59,FILE= 'FLOW34.DAT')
RE2 = 4*MF/(PI*D*MU2)
IF (RE2 .LE. 2000) THEN
FF2 = 64./RE2
WRITE (59,*) " 2PHASE REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSE
FF2 = 0.3I6/(RE2**0.25)
WRITE (59,*) " 2PHASE REGION:

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
C

USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P
CALL BISECT (FUN,Pl,FF2,L,D,K,Z,MFG,MFL,P2j,CODE)
IF (CODE EQ. I) THEN
MFG=0.97*MFG
MFGNEW=2.*MFG
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ITERO = ITERO+1
GOTO 10
ENDIF
WRITE (59.*)"P4 = ",P2/144.," PSI"
C

RECORD FLOW DATA
WRITE ( 5 9 /
WRITE ( 5 9 / "PERTINENT DATA FOR FLOW34"
WRITE (59, "NOTE: IF F23() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
WRITE (59, "F23(10) = ", F23(P1.10..FF2.L.D.K,Z,MFG,MFL)
\^TUTE (59, "F23(100) = ", F23(P1.100.,FF2.L.D,K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59. "F23(P4) = " . F23(P1.P2.FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59, "XI=0 X2=100"
WRITE (59, "MU2=".MU2." DL=".DL," Z= ".Z
WRITE (59, "T=",T," P3=".P1," L=".L," D=",D
WRITE (59, "K=",K," FUN=",FUN," QUAL=".QUAL
WRITE (59, " MFG=",MFGNEW," MFL=".ML." VOID=".VOID
WRITE (59, " TOT. MASS FLOW RATE ".MF
".RE2
WRITE (59, " RE2 #
",FF2
WRITE (59, " FF2
",4.*MF/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (59, " AVE. VEL.
".MF*60./0.4
WRITE (59, " ACFM
"
SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7
WRITE (59,

500 CLOSE(59)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW45 (PI,MG,ML,P2.MFGNEW)
REAL F23,L,D,K,FF2,MUG,MUL.MFG,DL.T,R.GC.PI.P1 .P2
REAL MU2,QUAL,MF,VOID,RE2,MFL.MFGNEW,MG.ML.Z
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=5 3.3 ,GC=3 2.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
INTEGER FUN,J,CODE,ITERO
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM/deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=0.5/12.*0.0
D=.125/12.0
FUN = 45
K=1.5
Z=0.0
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C

DEFINE 2 PHASE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF FLOW RATE VARIABLES

MFGNEW=MG
MFG = MG/28.
MFL = ML/28.
ITER0=0
10 CODE=0
IF (ITERO GT. 1000) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT FLOW45 liq ITER='MTERO
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MF = (MFG + MFL)
QUAL = MFG/MF
VOID = MFG*60./0.4/(MFG*60./0.4 +MFL*60./DL)
MU2=1./(QUAL/MUG + (l.-QUAL)/MUL)
C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 59,FILE= 'FLOW45.DAT')
RE2 = 4*MF/(PI*D*MU2)
IF (RE2 .LE. 2000) TFIEN
FF2 = 64./RE2
WRITE ( 5 9 /) " 2PHASE REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSE
FF2 = 0.3I6/(RE2**0.25)
WRITE ( 5 9 /) " 2PHASE REGION:

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
C

USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P
CALL BISECT (FUN,PI,FF2,L,D,K,Z,MFG,MFL,P2J,CODE)
IF (CODE .EQ. 1) THEN
MFG=0.97*MFG
MFGNEW=28.*MFG
ITERO = ITERO+1
GOTO 10
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ENDIF
WRITE (5 9 /)"P 5 = ".P2/144.." PSI"
C

RECORD FLOW DATA
WRITE ( 5 9 /)
WRITE (59/)"PER TIN EN T DATA FOR FL0W 45"
WRITE (59/)"N O T E : IF F23() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
WRITE (5 9 /)"F 23(5.) = ", F23(P1,5.,FF2.L.D.K,Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(30.) = ", F23(P1,30..FF2.L,D,K.Z,MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(P5) = F23(P1.P2.FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE ( 5 9 /) "MU2=",MU2," DL=".DL." Z= ".Z
WRITE (59,*) "T=".T," P4=",P1." L=".L." D=".D
WRITE ( 5 9 /) "K=",K," FUN=".FUN," QUAL=".QUAL
WRITE (59,*) " MFL=",MFL*28.," MFG=",MFG*28.," VOID=".VOID
WRITE (5 9 /)" TOT. MASS FLOW RATE ",MF
WRITE (5 9 /)" RE2 #
".RE2
WRITE (59,*)" FF2
",FF2
WRITE (5 9 /)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MF/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (59,*)" ACFM
",MF*60./0.4
WRITE (59,*)" SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7

500 CLOSE(59)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW56 (P I ,MG,ML,P2.MFGNEW)
REAL F23,L,D,K,FF2,MUG,MUL,MFG,DL.T,R,GC,PI.P 1.P2.Z
REALMU2,QUAL,MF,VOID,RE2.MFL,MFGNEW.MG,ML
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=53.3.GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
INTEGER FUN,J,CODE,ITERO
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=7.0
D =4.*(I.0+I2.0)/0.5/6.0/I2.
FUN = 45
K=1.0*((1.6E-04)*( 1.0-D* 12.)+.023)
Z=7.0

C

DEFINE 2 PHASE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF FLOW RATE VARIABLES
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MFGNEW=MG
MFG = MG
MFL = ML
ITER0=0
10 CODE=0
IF (ITERO .GT. 500) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT FLOW56 ITER=".ITERO
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MF = (MFG + MFL)
QUAL = MFG/MF
MU2= I./(QUAL/M UG + (l.-QUAL)/MUL)
C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 59.FILE= 'FL0W56.DAT')
RE2 = 4*MF/(PI*D*MU2)
IF (RE2 .LE. 2000) TFIEN
FF2 = 64./RE2
WRITE ( 5 9 /) " 2PHASE REGION

LAMINAR"

ELSE
FF2 = 0.316/(RE2**0.25)
WRITE ( 5 9 /) " 2PHASE REGION:

TURBULENT"

ENDIF
C

USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P
CALL BISECT (FUN,P1,FF2,L,D,K,Z.MFG,MFL,P2J,C0DE)
IF (CODE .EQ. 1)TH EN
MFG=0.97*MFG
MFGNEW=MFG
ITERO = ITERO+1
GOTO 10
ENDIF
WRITE (5 9 /)"P 6 = ",P2/I44.," PSI"
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C

RECORD FLOW DATA
VOID = MFG/(MFG*DL+MFL*(Pl+P2)/2./R/T)
WRITE ( 5 9 /)
WRITE (59/)"PER TIN EN T DATA FOR FLOW56"
WRITE (59/)"N O T E : IF F23() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
WRITE (59,*)"F23(0) = ". F23(PI.0..FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(100) = F23(P 1.100..FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59/)"F 23(P 6) = ". F23(P1.P2.FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE ( 5 9 /) "X1=0 X2=100"
WRITE ( 5 9 /) "MU2=".MU2." DL=".DL." Z= ".Z
WRITE (59,*) "T=",T," P6=",P1," L=".L." D=".D
WRITE (59,*) "K=",K," FUN=",FUN." QUAL=".QUAL
WRITE (59,*) " MFL=",MFL," MFG=".MFG." VOID=",VOID
WRITE (59,*)" TOT. MASS FLOW RATE ",MF
WRITE (59,*)" RE2 #
",RE2
WRITE (5 9 /) " FF2
",FF2
WRITE (59,*)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MF/0.4/PLD/D
WRITE (5 9 /) " ACFM
",MF*60./0.4
WRITE (5 9 /) " SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7

500 CLOSE(59)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW67A (P 1.MG,ML.P2,MFGNEW)
REAL F23,L,D,K,FF2,MUG,MUL,MFG.DL.T,R.GC,PI,Pl,P2
REAL MU2,QUAL,MF,VOID,RE2,MFL.MFGNEW,MG,ML,Z
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,R=53.3,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T
INTEGER FUN,J,CODE,ITERO
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM /deg R)

C

DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES

L=0.0
D=4.*(l.0+12.0)70.5/6.0/12.
D= 1.08/12.
C
(D HYDRAULIC = 1 .0 8 IN)
FUN = 67
K=I.O

Z=0.0
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C

DEFINE 2 PHASE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF FLOW R.A.TE VARIABLES

MFGNEW=MG
MFG = MG
MFL = ML
ITER0=0
10 CODE=0
IF (ITERO .GT. 700) THEN
PRINT *,"TIMEOUT FLOW67 ITER=".ITERO
GOTO 500
ENDIF
MF = (MFG + MFL)
QUAL = MFG/MF
VOID = MFG*60./0.4/(MFG*60./0.4 +MFL*60./DL)
MU2= I./(QUAL/MUG + (l.-QUAL)/MUL)
C

C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 59,FILE= ’FLOW67.DAT)
RE2 = 4*MF/(PI*D*MU2)
IF (RE2 .LE. 2000) THEN
FF2 = 64./RE2
WRITE (59,*) " 2PHASE REGION............LAMINAR"
ELSE
FF2 = 0.3I6/(RE2**0.25)
WRITE (59,*) " 2PHASE REGION............TURBULENT"
ENDIF
USE BISECTION TO DETERMINE RESULTING P
CALL BISECT (FUN,PI,FF2.L,D,K,Z.MFG,MFL.P2J,CODE)
IF (CODE .EQ. I) THEN
W RITE(59/)"RE AD JUSTING GAS FLOW R.4.TE (6-7 )..."
MFG=0.97*MFG
WRITE(59,*)"MFG=",MFG
MFGNEW=MFG
ITERO = ITERO+I
GOTO 10
ENDIF
WRITE (59,*)"P7 = ",P2/144.," PSI"

C

RECORD FLOW DATA
WRITE (59,*)
WRITE (59,*)"PERTINENT DATA FOR FLOW67"
WRITE (59,*)"NOTE: IF F23() =0.0, EQUATION IS SATISFIED"
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WRITE (59/)"F 23(0) = ", F23(P1.0..FF2.L.D.K.Z,MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*)"F23(100) = F23(P1.100..FF2.L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59/)"F23(P7) = ". F23(P1.P2.FF2,L.D.K.Z.MFG.MFL)
WRITE (59,*) "X 1=0 X2=100"
WRITE (59,*) "MU2=".MU2." DL=".DL." Z= ".Z
WRITE (59.*) "T=".T." P6=".P1." L=",L." D=".D
WRITE (59.*) "K=".K." FUN=".FUN." QUAL=".QU.\L
WRITE (59.*) " MFL=",MFL." MFG=".MFG." VOID=".VOID
WRITE (59.*)" TOT. MASS FLOW RATE ".MF
WRITE (59,*)" RE2 #
".RE2
WRITE (59,*)" FF2
",FF2
WRITE (59.*)" AVE. VEL.
”.4.*MF/0.4/PI/D/D
WRITE (59,*)" ACFM
”.MF*60./0.4
WRITE (59,*)" SCFM
",(MFG*60./0.4)*80/14.7
500 CLOSE(59)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW78 (P1,ML,P2)
REAL L,D.K,FF,MUL.ML.MFL,DL.GC.PI.P 1.P2
PARAMETER (PI=3.14.GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL-T
C
C

C

(R~FT*LBF/LBM/deg R)
DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=7.0+20./12.
D=1.0/12.
DEVICE: 2 ELBOWS; 1BT;1 PENT; lEXP
K=120*((1.6E-4)*(1.0-D*I2.)+.023)
Z=-7.0
MFL = ML/2.

C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 49,FILE= 'FL0W 78.D A T)
RE = 4*MFL/(PI*D*MUL)
IF (RE .LT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 64.;TvE
WRITE (49,*)" REGION
LAMINAR"
ELSEIF (RE .GT. 2000.) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
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WRITE (4 9 /)" REGION
TURBULENT"
ENDIF
P2 = P1-(8/FF*L/D+8/K)*M FL*M FUGCT)L/(PI*D*D)**2.-DL*Z
C

RECORD IMPORTANT DATA
WRITE ( 4 9 /)" -------------------------- "
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "MUL=",MUL." DL=".DL
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " P7=".PI/144„" L=".L." D=".D
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "K=",K," P8=",P2/144.
WRITE (4 9 /)" MASS FLOW RATE
".MFL
WRITE (4 9 /)" RE #
".RE
WRITE (4 9 /)" FRI FAC
".FF
WRITE (4 9 /)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MFL/DL/PI/D/D
WRITE (4 9 /)" GPM
".MFL*60./DL/.I337
CLOSE(49)
END

SUBROUTINE FLOW89 (PI,ML,P2)
REAL L.D,K,FF,MUL,MFL,ML.DL,GC,PI.P 1.P2
PARAMETER (PI=3.14,GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL.T
C
C

(R-FT*LBF/LBM/deg R)
DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLES
L=36./12.
D=2./12.

C

DEVICE: 2 ELBOWS; 1TT; 1CNT
K=80.0*(1.6E-04*(1.0-D*12.)+.023)

z=o.
MFL = ML
C

DETERMINE FLOW REGIME
OPEN (UNIT = 49,FILE= 'FLOW89.DAT')
RE = 4*MFL/(PI*D*MUL)
IF (RE .LT. 2000) THEN
FF = 64./RE
WRITE (4 9 /)" REGION
LAMINAR"
ELSEIF (RE .GT. 2000) THEN
FF = 0.316/(RE**0.25)
WRITE (4 9 /)" REGION
TURBULENT"
ENDIF
P2 = P1-(8.*FF*L/D+8.*K)*MFL*MFL/GC/DL/(PI*D*D)**2.-DL*Z
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RECORD IMPORTANT DATA
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " ------------------------WRITE ( 4 9 /) "MUL=".MUL." DL="DL
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " P8=",P1." L="X." D="D
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "K=".K," P9=".P2
WRITE (4 9 /)" MASS FLOW RATE
".MFL
WRITE (4 9 /)" RE #
",RE
WRITE (4 9 /)" FRI FAC
".FF
WRITE (49.*)" AVE. VEL.
",4.*MFL/DL/PI/D/D
WRITE (4 9 /)" GPM
",MFL*60./DL'. 1337
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " ----------------------------------------- "
CLOSE(49)
END
SUBROUTINE FLOW910 (P1.MFL,P2)
C

PUMP SECTION
REAL MFL,GC,PI,P1,P2,PUMP
PARAMETER (PI=3.14.GC=32.17)
COMMON MUL,MUG,DL,T

OPEN (UNIT = 49,FILE= 'FLOW9IO.DAT')
IF (PI .LT. 14.* 144.) THEN
PRINT *,"NPSH RQMT. NOT REACHED (PI < 14 PSIA)"
ENDIF
PUMP=-.177238*MFL**6.+4.47206*MFL**5.-41.6443*MFL**4.+170.2681*
& MFL**3.-310.4721*MFL**2.+164.9781*MFL+4617.6
P2 = P1+PUMP
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " ------------------------------- "
WRITE ( 4 9 /) ’P9=’,P1/144.
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "MFL=",MFL
WRITE ( 4 9 /) "P10=",P2/144.
WRITE ( 4 9 /) " ------------------------------- "
500 CLOSE(49)
END
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APPENDIX IV

DATA A Q U ISm O N AND SSH CARD SPECIFICATIONS

Table APP. II- 1 Specifications for the data acquisition card installed in the PC
model
channels
resolution
accuracy
input
input impedance
type
conversion time
linearity
clock pulse width range
timer input

CIO-DAS16/330
8
12 bits (1 part in 4096)
0.01% o f reading, ±1 bit
±5 V Max. 250 nA Max
10 Mohm
successive approx.
3 uSec Max
±lbit
30 -50 nSec
TTL

Table APP. II- 2 Specifications for the SSH accessory card external to the PC
model
channels
Accuracy
input range
bias current
common mode rejection
(SAMPLE /HOLD CHIP)
type
aperture time
aperture uncertainty
Acquisition time
Droop rate

CI0-SSH16
16diff.
0.01% o f reading, ±1 bit
±10 V Max
100 pA Max
>90 dB All ranges
LF398
250 nSec Max
50 nS typical
10 uS Max
±100 uV/mS
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.APPENDIX V

VISUAL BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAM
(FL0W 2PH Source Codes)

Private Sub Commandl_ClickO
M ain.Labell.Caption = " Online. Rev " + response
'Main.Term.Enabled = True
'Main.Timerl .Enabled = True
connected = True
Connect.FIide
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_CIick()
Connect.Hide
End Sub
'General declarations"
— — =■
' (c) Copyright 1997. Jonathan Sparks
' All rights reserved.

- —:

'The following apply to CB data acquisition system and calculations
Const BoardNum% = 0
'
Board number
Const NumPoints& = 149
' (( 1.5Mb) Number o f data points to collect
Const CBRate& = 50000
' sampling rate (samples per second per channel when using
SSH)
Const FirstPoint& = 0
's e t first element in buffer to transfer to array
Const pausetime = 210
Dim ADData%(NumPoints& + 1) ' dimension an array to hold the input values
Dim MemHandle%
' define a variable to contain the handle for
Dim flagl%
'memory allocated by Windows through cbWinBufAlloc%()
Dim flag2%
Dim velocity!
Dim void!
Dim diameter!
Dim frequency!
'’The following variables apply to the PC23 system
Dim Xf& 'Steps to furthermost edge o f probing region
Dim Yf&
Dim DX&
125
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Dim DY&
Dim DX2&
Dim DY2&
Dim ClineX%
Dim Cline Y%
Dim XPOS&
Dim YPOS&
Dim ZPOS&
Dim M%
Dim N%
Dim M2%
Dim N2%
Dim XLength&
'Declare Sub W ritedat Lib "Writedat.dll" (ByVal CBCount&. ByVal Array%. ByVal
FileNameS)
Private Sub Commandl_CIickO
Command I .Enabled = 0
'This event starts the process of motion, data collection, and
' data processing. Replace STEPX with lD"dx", etc.
Check to insure that probe is at XO,YO,THO.
msg = "WARNING! Is probe in starting position ?" ' Define message.
Style = vbYesNo + vbCritical + vbDefaultButton2 ’ Define buttons,
response = MsgBox(msg, Style)
If response = vbNo Then ' User chose no.
MsgBox "MUST REPOSITION PROBE BEFORE CONTINUING"
End
End If
'Define the results file
files = "c:\L" & CStr(Textl.Text) & "G" & CStr(TextS.Text) & ".D"
Open fileS For Output As #1 ' Open file for output.
Label29.Caption = "Results: " + fileS
Label33.Caption = Format(velocity!, "986.7 mm/s")
Label34.Caption = Format(void!, "38.94 %")
Label35.Caption = Format(diameter!, "4.746 mm")
Label38.Caption = Format(fi-equency!, "112.56 ")
End
starttime = Tim er
Label7.Caption = starttime
writecmd address, "123MN "
writecmd address, "123MPI "
'move to (0,CLineY) to probe that line
writecmd address, "Id" & Fonnat(DY& * (ClineY% - 1), "###### ")
writecmd address, "2d" & Format( 15000, "###### ")
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writecmd address, "G 12 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'Rotate -90 degrees
writecmd address. "3V2 "
writecmd address, "3d-450000 "
writecmd address. "3 G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(-15000. "i
writecmd address, "2G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'probe on CLineY from pt. I to cline x
For X% = I To CIineX%
Label 17. Caption = X%
Label 18.Caption = "CLINE"
Call DataAcq
Call W ritedata
Write #1, XPOS, YPOS, velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
Label7.Caption = "Positioning probe..."
DoEvents
' If X% = 1 Then
MsgBox "Is probe measuring correct BL props?"
End If
If X% < CIineX% Then
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(DX&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "2G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End If
Next X%
'Rotate 90 degrees
writecmd address, "3V2 "
writecmd address, "3d450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
move to (ClineX,8000);
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(8000 - YPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "IG "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'Rotate 90 degrees
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writecmd address. "3 V2 "
writecmd address. "3d450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'move to CIineX+DX,CIineY.
writecmd address. "2d" & Format(DX&. "###%:# ")
writecmd address. "Id" & Format(DY& * (ClineY% - 1) - YPOS&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "G 12 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'probe on CLineY from ClineX+DX to X f
For X% = ClineX% + 1 To M%
Label 17.Caption = X%
Label 18.Caption = "CLINE"
Call DataAcq
Call Writedata
Write #1, XPOS, YPOS, velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
Label7.Caption = "Positioning probe..."
DoEvents
' If X% = M% Then
' MsgBox "Is probe measuring correct BL props?"
'End If
If X% < M% Then
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(DX&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "2G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End If
Next X%
move to ClineX,8000
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(DX& * (CIineX% -1 ) - XPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(8000 - YPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "G12 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'Rotate -90 degrees
writecmd address, "3V2 "
writecmd address, "3d-450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'move to ClineX,0
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(-YPOS&, "###### ")
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writecmd address, " 1G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'probe on ClineX from 0 to Cline Y
For Y% = 1 To ClineY%
Label 17.Caption = "CLine"
Label IS.Caption = Y%
Call DataAcq
Call Writedata
Write #1, XPOS, YPOS. velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
Label7.Caption = "Positioning probe..."
DoEvents
'IfY % = 1 Then
' MsgBox "Is probe measuring correct BL props?"
'End If
If Y% < ClineY% Then
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(DY&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "IG "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End If
Next Y%
'rotate -90 degrees
writecmd address, "3 V2 "
writecmd address, "3d-450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'go to CLineX%,Yf-8000
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(Yf& - 8000 - YPOS&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "IG "
'rotate -90 degrees
writecmd address, "3 V2 "
writecmd address, "3d-450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'go to CLineX%,ClineY%+DY
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(CIineY% * DY& - YPOS&, ”i
writecmd address, "IG "
probe on ClineX from ClineY+DY to Y f
For Y% = ClineY% + I To N%
Label 17.Caption = "CLine"
Label 18.Caption = Y%
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Call DataAcq
Call Writedata
Write #1, XPOS, YPOS. velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
LabelT.Caption = "Positioning probe..."
DoEvents
'IfY% = N% Then
MsgBox "Is probe measuring correct BL props?"
'End If
IfY % < N % T h e n
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(DY&. "###### ")
writecmd address, " 1G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End If
Next Y%
'move to ClineX,yf-8000
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(-8000, "###### ")
writecmd address, " I G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'rotate 90 degrees
writecmd address, "3 V2 "
writecmd address, "3d450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'move to (ClineX,ClineY)
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(DY& * (ClineY% - 1) - YPOS&. ”i
writecmd address, "IG "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'rotate 90 degrees
writecmd address, "3 V2 "
writecmd address, "3d450000 "
writecmd address, "3G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
move to starting position (0,0)
writecmd address, "2v " & Format(-XPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(-YPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "G I2 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
'Label7.Caption = "Finished..."
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'DoEvents
'Close #1
End
Private Sub Command! ClickQ
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_CUckO
Command3 .Enabled = 0
'This sub records the value for X f
Message = "Enter the value for X f ’ Set prompt.
Title = "Xf Value Record" ' Set title.
Default = "589500" ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
Xf& = InputBox(Message. Title. Default)
Label lO.Caption = CStr(Xf&)
Commands .Enabled = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command4 ClickQ
Command4.Enabled = 0
Message 1 = "Enter the data points for the X coordinate (M)" ' Set prompt.
Title 1 = "M Grid Points" ' Set title.
Default 1 = "51 " ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
M% = InputBox(Messagel, Title 1, Default 1)
Label IS.Caption = CStr(M%)
DX& = Fix(Xf& / (M% - 1))
Label9.Caption = CStr(DX&)
msgl = "Is M even?" ' Define message.
Style = vbYesNo ' Define buttons,
response = M sgBox(msgl, Style)
If response = vbNo Then ' M odd and lands at centerline
ClineX% = (M% + I) / 2
MsgBox "M is odd and lands at centerline. ClineX= " + CStr(ClineX%)
Else 'M even, grid is not on centerline
ClineX% = M% / 2 + I
MsgBox "M is even and the grid is not on centerline. ClineX= " + CStr(ClineX%)
End If
Command4.EnabIed = 1
End Sub
Private Sub CommandS CUckQ
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'Label7.Caption = "Returning Probe"
DoEvents
Call POSITION
writecmd address. "Id" & Format(ClineY% * DY& - YPOS&. " # # # ^ ")
writecmd address, " 1G "
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(ClineX% * DX& - XPOS&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "2G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End Sub
Private Sub Command6_CIickO
Call DataAcq
Open "c:\IP.DAT" For Output As #2
Label7.Caption = "Writing to file..."
starttime = Timer
DoEvents
For I& = 0 To NumPoints&
Write #2, ADData%(I&)
Next I&
Close #2
Label7.Caption = "Calling EXE..."
DoEvents
retval = Shell("C:\F32\readit.EXE")
Label7.Caption = "Processing for 200 seconds..."
DoEvents
start = Timer
Do While Timer < start + pausetime
If Timer < start Then 'this ensures that midnight runs will not stall
start = Timer
End If
DoEvents
Loop
Label7.Caption = "Retrieve results..."
DoEvents
Open "c:\OP.DAT" For Input As #3
DoEvents
Input #3, velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
Close #3
Label33.Caption = Format(velocity!, "####.# mm/s")
Label34.Caption = Format(void!, "###.## %")
Label35.Caption = Format(diameter!, "###.### mm")
Label38.Caption = Format(frequency!, "###.## ")
DoEvents
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Stoptime = Timer
total = Stoptime - starttime
Label7.Caption = CStr(total) + " Reposition..."
End Sub
Private Sub Command7_ClickO
Command7.Enabled = 0
M essage! = "Enter the data points for the Y coordinate (N)" ' Set prompt.
T itle! = "N Grid Points" ' Set title.
Default! = "51" ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
N% = InputBox(Message2, Title!, Default!)
Label 14.Caption = CStr(N%)
DY& = Fix(Yf& / (N% - 1))
Label! 2.Caption = CStr(DY&)
m sg! = "Is N even?" ' Define message.
Style = vbYesNo ' Define buttons,
response = MsgBox(msg2, Style)
If response = vbNo Then ' N odd and lands at centerline
ClineY% = (N % + l ) / 2
MsgBox "N is odd and lands at centerline. ClineY= " + CStr(ClineY%)
Else N even, grid is not on centerline
Cline Y% = N% / 2 + 1
MsgBox "N is even and the grid is not on centerline. ClineY= " + CStr(ClineY%)
End If
Command?.Enabled = I
End Sub
Private Sub Command8_ClickO
CommandS.Enabled = 0
'This sub records the value for Yf
Message = "Enter the value for Y f ' ' Set prompt.
Title = "Yf Value Record" ' Set title.
Default = "34000" ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
Yf& = InputBox(Message, Title, Default)
Label 11 .Caption = CStr(Yf&)
CommandS.Enabled = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command9_Click(Index As Integer)
'writecmd address, "2mn "
'writecmd address, "2V. 15"
'stg$ = Format(Text2.Text, "###### ")
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writecmd address. "2d" & Format(Text2.Text. "###### ")
writecmd address, "2g "
DoEvents
Call POSITION
End Sub
Private Sub Command 10_ClickO
’writecmd address, " Imn "
'writecmd address, "1V.25 "
writecmd address, " Id" & Format(Text3.Text, "###### ")
writecmd address, "Ig "
DoEvents
Call POSITION
End Sub
Private Sub Command 11 ClickQ
writecmd address, "3V2 "
writecmd address. " 3d" & Format(Text4.Text. "###### ")
writecmd address, "3g "
DoEvents
Call POSITION
End Sub
Private Sub Command IZ CUckQ
'Label7.Caption = "Returning Probe"
DoEvents
Call POSITION
If YPIOS ^ 0 Then
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(-YPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "IG "
End If
If XPIOS o 0 Then
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(-XPOS&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "2 0 "
End If
Label7.Caption = "At home"
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End Sub
Private Sub Commandl3_ClickO
Message2 = "Enter the length o f Comer-Region in steps " ' Set prompt.
Title! = "XLength" ' Set title.
Default! = "!94000" ' Set default.
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' Display message, title, and default value.
XLength& = lnputBox(Message2, Title2. Default2)
Label24.Caption = CStr(XLength&)
End Sub
Private Sub Command 14 ClickQ
Message 1 = "Enter the data points for the X coordinate (M)for the Comer Region" ' Set
prompt.
Title 1 = "M2 Grid Points" ' Set title.
Default 1 = "9" ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
M2% = InputBox(Messagel, Title 1. Default 1)
Label26.Caption = CStr(M2%)
DX2& = Fix(XLength& / (M2% - 1))
Label25 .Caption = CStr(DX2&)
End Sub
Private Sub Command 1S CIickO
Message 1 = "Enter the data points for the Y coordinate (N2)for the Comer Region" ' Set
prompt.
Title 1 = "N2 Grid Points" ' Set title.
Default 1 = "6" ' Set default.
' Display message, title, and default value.
N2% = lnputBox(Messagel, Title 1, Default 1)
Label27.Caption = CStr(N2%)
DY2& = Fix((Yf& / 2) / (N2% - 1))
Label28.Caption = CStr(DY2&)
End Sub
Private Sub Command 16 ClickQ
'The following code makes use o f GRID wise path for probing
'one channel comer region
files = "c:\L" & CStr(Textl.Text) & "G" & CStr(Text5.Text) & ".D"
Open fileS For Output As #1
writecmd address, "123MN "
writecmd address, "123 MPA "
For Y% = 1 To N2%
For X % = 1 To M2%
Label 17.Caption = X%
Label IS.Caption = Y%
Call DataAcq
'Call Writedata
Label7.Caption = "Writing data..."
DoEvents
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For j& = 0 To NumPoints& Step I
Write #1, ADData%(j&)
Next j&
'Call DataCalc
Label?.Caption = "Positioning probe... "
DoEvents
If X% < M2% Then
'writecmd address. "2V.2"
writecmd address. "2d" & Format(DX2&. "f,
writecmd address, "2G "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
For j& = 1 To 10000 'Wait a moment for probe to begin movement
LabelT.Caption = "Waiting..."
DoEvents
Next j&
End If
Do While PC23checkformotion(address, 2) = 0
LabelT.Caption = "Probe in motion.."
DoEvents
Loop
Next X%
'Insert motion to Y l, Y2, Y3,...
lfY % < N 2 % T h e n
Label?.Caption = "Returning Probe"
DoEvents
'writecmd address, "2V.2"
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(DY2&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(-DX2& * (M2% - 1). "###### ")
writecmd address, "G12 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
End If
Next Y%
'Return probe to starting pos. for next flow condition
Label?.Caption = "Resetting Probe to (1.1)"
DoEvents
'writecmd address, "2V.2"
writecmd address, "Id" & Format(-YPOS&. "###### ")
writecmd address, "2d" & Format(-XPOS&, "###### ")
writecmd address, "G12 "
Call POSITION
DoEvents
Label?.Caption = "Next Flow..."
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Command 1.Enabled = I
Close #1
End
End Sub
Private Sub mnuAbout ClickQ
MsgBox "Jonathan Sparks Visual Basic Terminal (c) 1997"
End Sub
Private Sub mnuConnect ClickQ
'Connect.GetAddress.Clear
'For N = 768 To 812 Step 4
'Connect.GetAddress.Addltem Str$(N)
"Next N
Connect.GetAddress.Text = "768"
Connect.Show 1
End Sub
Private Sub mnuExit_ClickQ
End
End Sub
Private Sub mnuPanel ClickQ
If connected o True Then
MsgBox "Error: Not connected"
Else
Panel. Show 1
End If
End Sub
Private Sub mnuRUN_CIickQ
'If connected o True Then
MsgBox "Error: Not connected"
'Else
Form 1.Show 1
'End If
End Sub
Private Sub NOTES_ClickQ
MsgBox "NOTES: USE protocol to send commands:
End
'step = -10007 _
'stg$ = Format(step,
)_
'stg$ = Format(Text2.Text, //////### ) _
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'writecmd address. 1d & stg$ _
'To save data in binary: _
'Open fileS For Binary Access Write As #I _
'dum& = Format(ADData%(j&). ####) _
'Put # 1 ,, dum&"
Private Sub Tim erl TimerQ
statchange = 0
Static prevstatel
Static prevstatel
Static prevstate3
Static statstringl As String * 15
Static statstringl As String 30
If checkforchar(address) = 1 Then
readanswer address, response
ShowData Term, response
End If
currstate = PC23checkformotion(address, 1)
If currstate o prevstatel Then
statchange = 1
If currstate = 1 Then
statstringl = "1: Stopped"
Else
statstringl = "1: Moving "
End If
prevstate 1 = currstate
End If
currstate = PC23checkformotion(address. 2)
If currstate o prevstatel Or statchange = 1 Then
statchange = 1
If currstate = 1 Then
statstringl = statstringl + "2: Stopped"
Else
statstringl = statstringl + "1: Moving "
End If
prevstatel = currstate
End If
currstate = PC23checkformotion(address, 3)
If currstate o prevstate3 Or statchange = 1 Then
If currstate = 1 Then
Label3.Caption = statstringl + "3: Stopped"
Else
Label3.Caption = statstringl + "3: Moving"
End If
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prevstate3 = currstate
End If
End Sub
--------= =------- — =
ULAI02.MAK== —
’ File:
ULAI02.MAK
' Library Call Demonstrated: cbAlnScan%(). FOREGROLFND mode
' Purpose:
Scans a range of A/D Input Channels and stores
the sample data in an array.
' Demonstration:
Displays the analog input on eight channels.
' Other Library Calls:
cbErrHandling%()
’ Special Requirements:
Board 0 must have an A/D converter.
Analog signals on eight input channels.
' (c) Copyright 1995, ComputerBoards, Inc.
' All rights reserved.
Const BoardNum% = 0
' Board number
Const NumPoints& = 1000000
' ((10Mb) Num ber of data points to collect
Const CBRate& = 166000
' sampling rate (samples per second)
Const FirstPoint& = 0
' set first element in buffer to transfer to array
Dim ADData%(NumPoints& + 1) ' dimension an array to hold the input values
Dim MemHandle%
' define a variable to contain the handle for
Dim flagl%
' memory allocated by Windows through cbWinBufAlloc%()
Dim CCFactor!(NuinPoints& * 0.0005)
Dim GasVel!
Dim AveSteps%
Dim Time&(2000)
Public Sub DataAcqO
Label7.Caption = "Acquiring data..."
DoEvents
' Collect the values with cbAInScan%()
Parameters:
BoardNum% :the number used by CB.CFG to describe this board
LowChan% :the first channel o f the scan
HighChan% :the last channel of the scan
CBCoimt& :the total number of A/D samples to collect
CBRate&
:sample rate
Gain%
:the gain for the board
ADData!
:the array for the collected data values
Options% :data collection options
LowChan% = 0
' first channel to acquire
HighChan% = 1
' last channel to acquire
CBCoimt& = NumPoints& + 1
' total num ber o f data points to collect
Rem CBRate& = 166000
' sampling rate (samples per second)
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Options% = CONVERTDATA + BLOCKIO
' return data as 12-bit values
j& = 0
' use NOCONVERTDATA if using 16 bit board
Gain% = BIP5VOLTS
' set the gain
If MemHandle% = 0 Then Stop
' check that a handle to a memory buffer exists
If PC23checkformotion(address, 2) = 0 Then
MsgBox ("Axis is moving. Wait until axis has stopped.")
Timer 1.Enabled = True
End If
ULStat% = cbAInScan%(BoardNum%. LowChan%. HighChan%. CBCount&.
CBRate&, Gain%, M emHandle%, Options%)
If ULStat% = 84 Then
MsgBox "The CONVERT option cannot be used with 16 bit convertors. Set Options%
to NOCONVERTDATA."
Stop 'Change Options% above to NOCONVERTDATA (Options% = 0)
End If
If ULStat% = 30 Then M sgBox "Change the Gain% argument to one supported by this
board.", 0, "Unsupported Gain"
If ULStat% o 0 And ULStat% o 9 1 Then Stop
' Transfer the data from the memory buffer set up by Windows to an array for use by
Visual Basic
ULStat% = cbWinBufToArray%(MemHandle%. ADData%(0), FirstPoint&, CBCount&)
If ULStat% o 0 Then Stop
flagl% = 5
Label7.Caption = " "
End Sub
Private Sub POSITIONQ
writecmd address, "2pr "
While checkforchar(address) o 1
Wend
readanswer address, response
XPOS& = Trim(Right(response, 23))
Label 1.Caption = XPOS&
writecmd address, "Ip r "
While checkforchar(address) o 1
Wend
readanswer address, response
YPOS& = Trim(Right(response, 23))
label2.Caption = YPOS&
writecmd address, "3pr "
While checkforchar(address) o 1
Wend
readanswer address, response
ZPOS& = Trim(Right(response, 23))
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Labels.Caption = ZPOS&
End Sub
Public Sub WritedataO
If flagl% = 0 Then
MsgBox "Collect data first"
End If
Open "c:\IP.DAT" For Output As #2
Label7.Caption = "Writing to file..."
DoEvents
For 1& = 0 To NumPoints&
Write #2, ADData%(l&)
Next 1&
Close #2
Label7.Caption = "Calling EXE..."
DoEvents
retval = Shell("C:\F32\readit.EXE")
Label7.Caption = "Processing for 200 seconds..."
start = Timer
Do While Timer < start + pausetime
If Timer < start Then 'this ensures that midnight runs will not stall
start = Timer
End If
DoEvents
Loop
Label7.Caption = "Retrieve results..."
DoEvents
Open "c:\OP.DAT" For Input As #3
Input #3, velocity!, void!, diameter!, frequency!
Close #3
Label33.Caption = Format(velocity!, "###.# mm/s")
Label34.Caption = Formatfvoid!, "###.## %")
Label3 5.Caption = Formatf diameter !, "###.### mm")
Label38.Caption = Formatffrequency!, "###.## ")
DoEvents
End Sub
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APPENDIX VI

EXPERIMENTAL FLOW-PROCESSING COMPUTER PROGRAM
(READIT Source Code)

PROGRAM READIT
INTEGER Data(0:I500000).Dum,i
REAL GasVeiocity,Sum,Diameter,Void,PLFrequency
INTEGER Counter, Interface
INTEGER j,k.numpoints,TauInSteps,CBRate,Shift,MaxFactor
INTEGER CCFactor(0:400)
INTEGER Nair,S I ,S2,Sav,maxshift,AveSteps
PI = 3.14I5
c The following variables equate to 15 seconds o f data acquisition
numpoints = 1500000
CBRate = 50000
Maxshift = 350
c This section allows for synthetic data, shifted a known distance
c print *,"Creating synthetic data..."
c OPEN (unit = 9 ,file -c:\data\Datas.dat')
c do 10 i=0,numpoints,2
c data(i)=200.*(sin(2.*Pl/500.*i)+l.)
c data(i+l)=200.*(sin(2.*PI/500.*(i-209.))+l.)
c write(9,*)i,data(i),data(i+l)
clO continue
c close(9)
dataset = 0
c OPEN files to store final results
open (unit = 3, file -c:\O P.D A T')
Open (unit = 5 ,file -c:\Shified.dat')
c Open file for input.
open (unit = 9, file ='c:\IP.DAT')
c Input raw data
do 15 i=0,numpoints-l
read(9,*) Data(i)
15 continue
close(9)
c Do calculations on vector Data
c This section calculates the void fraction,velocity, and bubble diameters
142
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print *,"starting ccfactoring..."
do 50 Shift = 0,Maxshift,2
Sum = 0.
do 55 j = 0, NumPoints - Maxshift-1. 2
Sum = Sum +Data(j) * Data(j + 1 + Shift)
55
continue
CCFactor(Shift) = Sum / (NumPoints - M axshift-1)
50 continue
c Search for maximum tau
MaxFactor = 0
do 150 Shift = 0,M axshift2
If (MaxFactor .LE. CCFactor(Shift)) Then
MaxFactor = CCFactor(Shift)
TauInSteps = Shift
End If
Write(5,*) Shift, CCFactor(Shift). TauInSteps. MaxFactor
150 continue
Write(5,*)
c Gas velocity given in mm/s
GasVelocity = 1.30 * CBRate / (TauInSteps + 1.)
Write(5,*)"GasVelocity ",Gas Velocity," T auinsteps ",Tauinsteps
close (5)
c This section calculates the void fraction for the first sample
c set. The population o f 1.5 Mb is averaged (time averaging),
c The upstream (bottom) tip data is used.
c Establish air & water reference signals, S2, S 1 (local variables only)
c S2, S 1 are initially assigned arbitrary, actual values
51 =D ata(100)
52 = Data(101)
Do 200 k = 0,NumPoints-l,2
If (Data(k) .GT. SI .And. Data(k) .LT. 2200) Then
5 1 = Data(k)
Else If (Data(k) .LT. S2) Then
52 = Data(k)
End If
200 continue
Sav = (S l + S 2 ) / 2
Nair = 0
Counter = 0
Dum = 0
Interface = 1
Do 300 i = 0,NumPoints - 1,2
If (Data(i) .LT. Sav) Then
c
Must be in bubble
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Nair = Nair + 1
c
Count steps inside o f bubble
If (Interface .EQ. 1) Then
c
Must be at gas/liq interface
Counter = Counter + I
Interface = 0
Endlf
Else
c
Must be in liquid
Interface = 1
E ndlf
300 continue
if (Counter EQ. 0) then
Avesteps = 0
else
AveSteps = Nair/Counter
Endif
if (Nair .LT. 250) then
GasVelocity = 0.0
endif
c Calculate the average gas bubble diameter
Diameter = 1.5 * GasVelocity * AveSteps / CBRate
void = 2. * Nair / (NumPoints-1)
Frequency = counter*2*CBRate/Numpoints
c write the final values to "final, dat"
write(3, * ) Gas Velocity ,Void,Diameter,F requency
close(3)
end
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APPENDIX VII

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL-INTEGRATED VARIABLES AND
MEASURED GAS FLOW RATE COMPUTER PROGRAM
(GASFLOWRATE Source Code)

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE GAS FLOW RATE FROM THE SMOOTHED
GAS VELOCITY AND VOID FRACTION DATA. ASSUMING AVERAGE PRESSURE
AT THE PROBE TIP. RETURNS THE ERROR BETWEEN THE MEASURED AND
CALCULATED FLOW RATES.
c Note: This program was modified to use the average minor axis but and center-line
major axis data
INTEGER I,NX
REAL V(51 ),V 0ID (51),X(51),METER,FLOW,DA,ERROR.SUM
NX=51
DA=(6./50.*.5)/144.
C READ IN PAIRED DATA
OPEN (UNIT = 5, FILE=’C:\flowx.dat’)
D 0 8 I = I,NX
READ(5,*) X(I),V(I),VOID(I)
PRINT *,X(I),V(I),VOID(I)
8 CONTINUE
CL0SE(5)
C CALCULATE THE GAS FLOW ACFH RATE from V, void profiles
SUM=0
DO I 5 I = 2,NX-I
SUM = SUM+V(I)/1000.*VOID(I)*DA
15
CONTINUE
SUM = SUM+(V(1)/1000.*VOID(1)+V(nx)/1000.*VOID(NX))*DA
C FLOW IN CFH
FLOW=SUM*3600.
PRINT ^/'CALCULATED ACFH GAS FLOW RATE:",SUM,FLOW
PRINT *,"ENTER ACTUAL CFH derived from meter..."
READ ♦,METER
ERROR=ABS(METER-FLOW)/METER* 100
PRINT *,"ERROR= ",ERROR," %"
END
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APPENDIX V m

WEIGHTED LEAST-SQUARES REGRESSION SMOOTHING
COMPUTER PROGRAM
(JUSTWATE Source Codes)

program WTDAPPR
C THIS PROGRAM READS IN PAIRED DATA X,Y. FROM A FILE
C THEN USER IS PROMPTED FOR BANDWIDTH FACTOR "LAMBDA "
C OTHER PARAMETERS ARE PREDEFINED IN THE PROGRAM
C CALLS REGRES(N.X,Y,LAMBDA,ALA2,A3)
INTEGER I,NPOINTS.P,PROP
REAL X (51), Y(51). Y P(51),V(51),A(51).D (51),F(51 )
REAL VP(51 ),AP(51),DP(51 ),FP(51 ).WEIGHT(51 ).LAMBDA
C READ IN PAIRED DATA
PRINT *,"ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS NPOINTS (51 MAX)"
READ *.NPOINTS
PRINT *,"ENTER THE WEIGHTING FACTOR LAMBDA (30) "
READ *,LAMBDA
PRINT *,"THE BANDWIDTH VALUE P =20;(J-P) TO (J+P) "
P=20
NOTE: THE RANGE FOR SURROUNDING DATA INFLUENCE WAS
LIMITED TO 20 POINTS TO IMPROVE COMPUTATIONAL TIME.
CBEYOND 20 POINTS THE WEIGHTING FACTOR IS NEGLIGIBLE
OPEN (UNIT = 5, FILE='C:\DATA.TXT)
DO 8 I = 1,NPOINTS
READ(5,*) X(I),V(I),A(I),D(I),F(I)
PRINT *.X(I),V(I),A(I),D(I),F(I)
8 CONTINUE
CL0SE(5)
C INDIVIDUALLY, SMOOTH EACH PROPERTY (VELOCITY V,VOID A...ETC.)
PROP = 1
9 IF (PROP .EQ. 1) THEN
C PROCESS VELOCITIES
DO 1 01 = 1,NPOINTS
Y(I)=V(I)
YP(1)=V(1)
146
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YP(NPOINTS)=V(NPOINTS)
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (PROP .EQ. 2) THEN
C PROCESS VOIDS
DO 11 I = LNPOINTS
Y(I)=A(I)
YP(1)=A(1)
YP(NPOINTS)=A(NPOINTS)
11 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (PROP EQ. 3) THEN
C PROCESS DIAMS
DO 12 1= LNPOINTS
Y(I)=D(I)
YP(1)=D(1)
YP(NPOINTS)=D(NPOINTS)
12 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (PROP EQ. 4) THEN
C PROCESS FREQUENCIES
DO 13 1= LNPOINTS
Y(I)=F(I)
YP(1)=F(1)
YP(NPOINTS)=F(NPOINTS)
13 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C DETERMINE SMOOTHED (INTERIOR) PROPS
DO 22 I = 2,NPOINTS-l
CALL REGRES(P,I,NPOINTS,X,Y,LAMBDA.ALA2.A3.WEIGHT)
YP(I)=A1 *X(I)**2.+A2*X(I)+A3
22 CONTINUE
C LOAD EACH PROPERTY
IF (PROP EQ. I) THEN
C LOAD SMOOTHD VELOCITIES
DO 1001= LNPOINTS
VP(I)=YP(I)
100 CONTINUE
ELSEIF (PROP EQ. 2) TFIEN
C LOAD SMOOTHD VOIDS
DO 1101= LNPOINTS
AP(I)=YP(I)
110 CONTINUE
ELSEIF (PROP EQ. 3) THEN
C LOAD SMOOTHD DIAMETERS
DO 1201= LNPOINTS
DP(I)=YP(I)
10
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120

CONTINUE
ELSEIF (PROP .EQ. 4) THEN
C LOAD SMOOTHD FREQUENCIES
DO 1301= LNPOINTS
FP(I)=YP(I)
130 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (PROP .LT. 4) THEN
PROP = PROP+1
GOTO 9
ENDIF
C WRITE ALL PROPERTIES
OPEN (UNIT = 6, FILE=’C:\DATA1 .TXT')
WRITE(6,*) LAMBDA
DO 1521= LNPOINTS
WRITE(6,*) VP(I),AP(I),DP(I),FP(I)
152 CONTINUE
CL0SE(6)
PRINT *,'DONE...'
END
SUBROUTINE REGRES(P,JJ,NXYXAM BDA.ALA2.A3,W EIGHT)
C FITS A SEC. ORDER POLYNOMIAL THROUGH N POINTS (X. Y) USING
C LEAST SQUARES MINIMIZATION; RETURNS COEFFICIENTS A 1.A2,A3 ;
C MAKES USE OF GAUSS ELIMINATION
INTEGER IJ,K .N ,N N ,P,L0W ,H IG H JJ
REAL coef(3),X(51),Y(5l),AljV2,A3,C(3),sum,W TIGHT(51)
REAL A(3,3),F ACTOR, WT,LAMBDA,NORM
NN=3
DO 5 1=1,3
D 0 6 J=L3
A(I,J)=0.
C(1)=0.
6
CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
IF (JJ-P .LT. 1) THEN
LOW =l
HIGH=JJ+P
ELSE IF (JJ-P .GE. 1 .AND. JJ+P .LE. N) THEN
LOW=JJ-P
FHGH=JJ+P
ELSE IF (JJ+P GT. N) THEN
LOW=JJ-P
HIGH=N
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12
C

30
25
20
C

45
40

ENDIF
DO 12 K=LOW.fflGH
NORM=(X(K)-X(JJ))/(X(N)-X( 1))
WT=EXP(-LAMBDA*ABS(NORM))
WEIGHT(K)=WT
A( 1,1 )=A( 1,1 )+(X(K)* *4.)*WT
A( 1,2)=A( 1.2)+(X(K)**3 .)* WT
A( 1,3)=A( 1.3)+(X(K)* *2.)*WT
A(2.1)=A(1.2)
A(2,2)=A(1.3)
A(2,3)=A(2.3)+X(K)*WT
A(3,1)=A(1,3)
A(3,2)=A(2,3)
A(3.3)=A(3.3)+WT
C( 1)= €( 1)+(X(K)**2.)* Y(K)* WT
C(2)=C(2)+(X(K)** 1.)* Y(K)* WT
C(3)=C(3)+(X(K)**0.)*Y(K)*WT
CONTINUE
FORWARD ELIM.
DO 20K=1,NN-1
DO 25I=K +1,N N
FACTOR = Aa.K)/A(K,K)
DO 3 0 J = K+1,NN
A(IJ)=A(I,J)-FACTOR*A(KJ)
CONTINUE
C(I)=C(I)-FACTOR*C(K)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
BACK SUBST.
coef(NN)=C(NN)/A(NN,NN)
DO 40I=NN-1,1,-1
SUM=0.
DO 45 J=I+1,NN
SUM=SUM+Aa,J)*coef(J)
CONTINUE
coef(I)=(C(I)-SUM)/Aa,I)
CONTINUE
A l=coef(l)
A2=coef(2)
A3=coef(3)
RETURN
END
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